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Objective: This project investigated the ways in which students taking physics courses at

or misuse formulas.

take an overly "formula-centered" approach to lear-

formulas with little understanding of their

and written tests we have isolated two major aspect

qualitative concepts in physics: the student can

but lacks a qualitative understanding of the

the introductory college level misunderstand

Major Findings: (1) Many students can
nlng physics in which they use memorized

meaning. By using clinical interviews

of difficulty: (A) misconceptions about

combine and manipulate formulas algebraically

physical situation;-(B)the student can combine andr7iTiT4te formulas
other symbol systems such

algebraically but

as data tables, verbal
to separate the dif-

strategies in
a catalogue

has been expanded.
that many of the mis-

20-80% of freshman
(B), translation dif-
have severe difficult

The most common error
on the wrong side of an

to us because it
of variable. (6) A

cannot translate between equations and

descriptions, or diagrams. It is important for teachers to be able

ficulties described in (A) and (B) above because the remedial teaching

each case are quite different. (2) In area (A), qualitative misconceptions,

of common preconceptions exhibited by beginning freshmen students

'(3) Data collected using group tests with 150 students indicates

1 conceptions in the catalogue are widespread; they are present in

engineers (depending on the particular misconception). (4) In area

ficultLes, it was discovered that even relatively advanced students

in symboliz;ng certain relationships via algebraic equations. (5)

is a reversal error, where a factor of proportionality is placed

equation. Isolation of the reversal error represents a breakthrough

exposes a new domain of hidden difficulties surrounding the concept

first-order theory of understanding in physics was developed which

component of understanding involves a knowledge of not one, but four

knowledge domains. (7) The finding that understanding physics involves

translate between different systems of representation has had a significant

development of an experimental physics course. Over 50% of the problems

course emphasize translation explicitly.

In summary, we have found that students' hidden misconceptions

using carefully designed questions and clinical interviews.

states that a necessar
basic kinds of

the ability to
impact on the

developed for the

can be isolated by
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INTRODUCTION

1

This project investigated the ways in which students taking physics

courses at the introductory college level misunderstand or misuse formulas.

Although memorizing formulas and symbol manipulation algorithms is a method

most students must use in learning physics, when this is the only type

of knowledge that the student has, certain serious problems can arise., For

example, the student may know a procedure for calculating the acceleration

of an object, given its velocity fUnction. But the same student may do

surprisingly poorly when asked to give Wverbal or graphical description

. of an everyday occurrence (such as riding a bike over a hill). in terms

of the concept of acceleration. (See the transcript in Appendix I

for a detailed example.) In this case the student can derive the formula

for predicting acceleration, but his or her understanding of the underlying

concept of acceleration is weak. The student has a procedure for "getting

the right answer" in special cases, but demonstrates little understanding

of the concept when asked to apply it to a practical situation. We

describe such a student as having a "formula-centered" approach to the

subject.

Goals. Three major goals of the project were to:

(1) investigate the extent to which introductory physics students

misuse or misunderstand formulas;

' (2) catalogue the typical ways 4n which they do this; and

(3) begin the larger task of identifying key types of knowledge that

successful problem solvers use to give formulas meaning.

In summary, we felt this study would be a step in interesting faculty in
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the process of increasing the level of understandin9 their students attain

as opposed to merely increasing formula-shifting competence.

BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY

In & preceding one-year RULE grant, we began a catalogue of intuitive

physical conceptions of engineering students taking introductory physics.

In part of this RISE project, we continued and expanded our study of,

the students' qualitative intuitions for concepts such as momentum, force,

energy, and Newton's three laws. The exploratory studies that had

proved to be most startling to other faculty members in the department

are those that show the extent to which some physics students acquire

only a superficial knowledge of formulas from physics courses and, indeed,

the extent to which the very process of being able to symbolize practical

physical relationships in terms of a mathematical statement is foreign,

to many students. The possibility of documenting these findin s in a

systematic manner by means of clinical interviewing and group esting

techniques provided a motive fcg the present grant. There is some

continuity between the present study and previous studies. For example,

Erlwanger (1974 ) in a study of elementary school mathematics students, was

able to demonstrate a large gap between the students' own intuitive

conceptions of quantitative relationships and the students' knowledge

structures in the torm of symbol manipulation rules used to cope with

their daily assignments. This gap suggests that students did "school

math" inside of school and "intuitive math" outside of school with little

useful transfer between these two knowledge domains in either direction.

1,
I-



We have found that a similar gap exists between "school physics" and

"intuitive physics".

DATA COLLECTION ACTIVITIES

Overall, the project succeeded in identifying two major categories of

"formula centered" approaches: (A) misconceptions about qualitative

concepts in physics: the student can combine and manipulate formulas

algebraically but lacks a qualitative understanding of the physical situation;

(B) the student can combine and manipulate formulas algebraically but

cannot translate between equations and other symbol systems such as data

tables, verbal descriptions, or diagrams. It is important for teachers to

be able to separate the difficulties described in (A) and (8) above because

the remedial teaching strategies in each case are quite different.

Two types of research were conducted: exploratory interviews and

group sampling studies. In the exploratory interviews we sought to:

1) idendify different types of limitations associated with a formula -

centered approach; and 2) indentify new and previously unanalyzed phenomena

in natural problem solving behavior related to types of knowledge used

by successful problem solvers. Following these exploratory studies we

developed standard questions for assessing the degree to which the

difficulty is widespread.

Exploratory Interviews. We should emphasize that exploratory 'interviews

playedamajor role in the success of this project. They were conducted

most heavily at.the beginning of the project but continued throughout and
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were conducted with approximately 25 freshman and sophomore engineering

students. They allowed us to:

(1) discover new misconceptions;

(2) develop and refine simpler, more elegant problems which would

expose and isolate those misconceptions with a minimum of

distraction from other possible difficulties (such as the

Coin Problem, Appendix II);

(3) form hypotheses about four levels of knowledge being used

in successful problem solving (see Appendix V ).

Diagnostic Tests A series of three different 45 minute diagnostic

tests were conducted with entering fresnman engineering majors, using

sample sizes of 150, 34, and 38, respectively. These each involved

approximately 18 of the questions which had been pilot tested in interviews,

including both physics and algebra questions. This provided us with a

large data base on the entry behavior of engineers. We also gave a parallel

test to an older group of 24 engineering majors who had just completed a

course in introductory mechanics. This allowed us to compare

the performance of students before and after taking introductory

physics, in order to determine whether the students' learning had been

"formula centered". (The post course results were actually analyzed later

under the subsequent NIE-NSF funded project, using an expanded sample of

43 students.)

SPECIFIC FINDINGS

The above activities produced findings in the following"three areas:

(1) Misuse of Formulas in Introductory Mechanics. Many physics

students show formula centered tendencies when they use formulas with little



understanding of their meaning. Clinical interviews were used to find

situations where this occurs, and problems-were then refined for use in

group tests. For example, the following two problems were given after

the relevant course instruction:

Two ping-pong,balls are near each other on a smooth table.
One of the balls has a charge q and the other a charge 4q
of the same polarity. Describe in words the momentum of
each of the ping-pong balls one second after they start
to move away from each other because of the Coulomb repulsion.

Two-hundred-and-fifty-nine students took the exam that included this

problem. 48% of those answering gave answers that were inconsistent

with the physicist's point of view. Many indicated that the force on the

pall with smaller charge would be greater while others confounded the

concepts of mass and charge and indicated that this ball would be easier

to accelerate. However,: on an earlier problem where they had to employ

Coulomb's law to calculate the force on a point charge, 95% of the students

answered correctly. In other words, the students could perform calcula-

tions using the formula but when asked to give a coherent verbal description

of a situation, widespread misconceptions suddenly appeared.

In considering a second example, we note that another symptom of

formula-centered knowledge is the tendency to use a formula in an inappropriate,

context. This is particularly likely to occur in problems containing

extra information. An example of such a problem. is the following:

Slingshot problem. A 100g. projectile is placed in a L. ngshot
. and the band is pulled back 0.5, meters and held with a force of

50 newtons before being released. The slingshot takes .05 seconds
to accelerate the projectile to its final speed. What is its final
speed?

This problem can be solved by recognizing that the potential energy stored

A
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in the slingshot (Uspring hkx2) will be converted into the kinetic energy

of the projectile (Ek = ximv
2
). (Students were given these relations on

the Cover of the test.) The elasticity constant, k, can be computed from

the ratio of the holding force and the distance th6 band is stretched,.

However, 71% of the students obtained a solution using the equation V = at,

ansequation which is inappropriate for this problem since the acceleration

is not-constant. These students calculate a.value for acceleration from

the equation F = ma by plugging in values for the initial force and mass

of the object,

The use of an inappropriate equation signals that students are relying

on matching variables given in the problem to variables in standard

formulas instead of first thinking through the problem adequately in

terms ofsqbalitative physics. By qualitative physics, we mean arguments of

the form: "as the elastic band unstretches, it will exert less force

anti therefore cause less acceleration. V = at describes a constant

acceleration producing a constant increase in velocity so that equation

can't apply here." lhe knowledge used in this type of argument is an

essential part of competency in physics. This kind of knowledge is not

acquired by simply, memorizing a formula but rather involves developing

a conceptual understanding of the kind of qualitative situation to which

.the formula applies: other words, the formula itself does not carry

the information that tells one when to use it.

These results show that it is all too easy for us to assume that when

a student uses. a formula successfully to calculate an answer; he must

understand the conceptual model behind it. Our examples show that this

can be far from the case. Three types of questions that are particularly
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useful for exposing the degree of conceptual understanding possessed by

students are: drawing qualitative graphs; giving a coherent verbal

description of events in an experiment;.and solving problems with extra

information that can trigger the use of an inappropriate formula.

These findings are summarized in Appeildix I "Limitations of

Formula-Centered Approaches to Problem Solving in Physics and Engineering."

In a second part of the-study of qualitative misconceptions in

physics, a catalogue of common preconceptions exhibited by beginning

freshmen students was expanded. Data collected using group test with

150 students indicates that many of the misconceptions in the catalogue

are widespread; they are present in 20-80% of freshman engineers (depending

on the particular misconception). Again, interviews were used to refine

and develop questions for use on written tests. For example, the Coin

problem discussed in Appendix II was developed. We found that many physics

students have stable, alternative views of key concepts such as elastic

forces, momentum, and the relationship between force and acceleration.

These "conceptual primitives" are misunderstood at the qualitative level

in addition to any difficulties that might occur with mathematical for-
.

mulatlon. The source of these qualitative misunderstandings can often

be traced to deep-seated preconceptions held by students, which make the

comprehension of new concepts in the classroom very difficult. An

important implication for instruction is that in the presence o' pre-
.

conceptions learning becomes a process in which new concepts must displace

stable concepts that the student has constructed over many years. Under

these conditions, teaching strategies limited to expository presentation
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are unlikely to succeed.

The general theoretical implication of these findings is that although

various general reasoning'skills are important in physics, domain-specific

knowledge is also crucial. Knowledge structures which represent specific

types of physical interactions must-be structured in a particular way

' if they are to embody Newtonian concepts; but the alternative knowledge

structures found in students ofteh imply very different concepts.

This leads to another importaht implication for instruction. When students

with these alternative knowledge structures produce incorrect answers In

the classroom, the instructor may in many cases assume that the cause

is poorly-developed reasoning skills when in fact the cause is the stability

of the student's alternative knowledge structure. rt is important for

teachers to become sensitive to such distinctions because the indicated

teaching strategies are quite different in each case. The following list

summarizes the major findings in this'area:

(1) Eight major preconceptions about physical phenomena held by students

before they take OYsics were catalogued. A typical example is

the widely held belief that a table supporting an orange is not

pushing up on the orange, but is merely "in the way" of the

orange's fall. This belief is apparently a symptom of viewing

forces anthropomorphically as originating only from active

sources of power. Another pervasive preconception is that motion

of an object implies that continuing presence of a forCe to cause

the motion. If they are dealt with at all, these qualitative

issues are usually glossed over briefly in introductory courses

and receive only a fraction of the attention they require.

(2) Wenow have evidence that many of these preconceptions are

widespread - that is, many misconceptions are evident in 20% to

813 of our students, depending on the particular misconception.

(3) From tests given to students after they have taken physics courses,
.

we now have evidence that certain qualitative preconceptions are

highly resilient (resistent to change) in standard physics courses.

For.example, the "force of the hand" misconception for the coin toss
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problem described in Appendix I- is evident in 65% of the students
graduating from a calculus based physics course.

These findings are summarized in the following paper: Appendix II

The Importance of Preconceptions and Misconceptions in Introductory

Mechanics" (completed under our NSF-NIE grant and presented at the

national meeting of the American Association of Physics Teachers,

January, 1980.)

(2) Translating from Words to Equations. A second aspect of

formula-centered learning emerged with the discovery that even relatively

advanced students have difficulty In symbolizing certain relationships

via algebraic equations. The most common error is a reversal error,

where a factor of proportionality is placed on-the wrong side of an

equation. Isolation of the reversal error represents a breakthrough

to us because it exposes a new domain of hidden difficulties surrounding =

the concept of variable. By using a cycle of exploratory interviews

and question reformulation, we refined several questions which focus on

these difficulties, and then conducted group tests with the questions.

Figure 1 shows three problems which ask students to

translate various kinds of information into algebraic equations. We have

been surprised and disturbed by our results: on prOblems 1 and 2, 53%

and 73% of the subjects majoring in engineering were unable to perform

these simple translations. Our first task was to understand how it

is possible for such a large proportion of the science oriented college

population to fail such simple problems. Two findings are relevant here:

(1) The most common error in these problems is the reversal error,



1. Weights are hung on the end of a spring and the
stretch of the spring is measured. The data are

shown in the table bellow.

Stretch Weight

0 S (cm) W (g)'

3 100

6 200

9 300

12_ 400

Write an equation that will allow you to predict
the stretch (S) given the weight (W).

. 2. Write an equation using the variables C and S
to represent the following statement:

"At Mindy's restaurant, for every four people
who ordered cheesecake, there were five who
ordered streudel." n=150

Let C represent the number of cheesecakes ordered percent
and let S repre'sent the` umber of streudels incorrect:
ordered. 73%

n=34

percent
incorrect:

53%

3. Write an equation using the variables S and P to
represent the following statement:

"There are six times as many students as professors n=150
at this universtiy."

percent
Use S for the number of students and P for the incorrect:
number -of professors. 37%

10

Fivre 1
r 15
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where, in problem 3 for example, the student writes 6S = P

instead of S = 6P. We have proposed a hypothesis for the

source of this kind of error, which reflects on the student's

concept of variable and function (see Appendix III ).

(2) At first, we thought. the reversal error might be due to "tricky

wording" of the questions or to carelessness on the part of

students, but we have become convinced for several reasons that

the reversals represent a real cognitive difficulty. In subsequent

studies we modified the problems to test the robustness of

the effe't. The finding has turned out to be surprisingly robust

across different populations, and across different types of

problems. large numbers of reversals have been observed in

problems involving translations not only from English to equations,

but also from equations to English, data tables to equations, and

pictures to equations, and in problems involving additive functions'

as well as multiplicative ones.

It appears that these students have developed special purpose translation

algorithms which work for many textbook problems, but which cannot

reasonably be called a semantic understanding of algebra. These findings

are discussed in "Translating Between Symbol Systems: Isolating a Common

Difficulty in Solving Algebra Word Problems", Appendix III ; and

"Solving Algebra Word Problems: An Analysis of a Clinical Interview",

Appendix -IV.

(3) Beyond Formula Centered Learning: Types of Knowledge Needed to

Understand Physics. As'we studied the difficulties encountered by

formula centered students, we were able to begin to identify several of the

key abilities possessed by students who do achieve a high level of under-

standing. We have developed a first-order theory of understanding in

physics which states.that a necessary component of anderstanding involves

a knowledge of not me, but four basic kinds of knowledge domains or

representational systems. These systems are summarized in figure 2 '-

and the theory is elaborated in Appendix V "Some Types of Knowledge
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Used in Understanding Physics." Our general hypothesis is that a usable

knowledge of physics formulas must be based on a knowledge of mathematicil

models and a knowledge of qualitative physical models, and should ultimately

be connected to knowledge of practical experiences. The student must

be able to describe observed physical events, describe the behavior of

physical models (such as the kinetic model of gasses), work with graphs

and mathematical diagrams, and manipulate equations according to the rules

of algebra and calculus.

This theory of four types of knowledge used in physics allows us

to recast the-question of whether the formal exposition of physics

in terms of formulas is sufficient for what the physics student needs

to learn; one can see that formal expositions, emphasize heavily the

use of written formulas in, the symbol manipulations domain. The danger

here is that a student may get "stuck" in the symbol manipulation mode- -

he may learn a,certain set of equations, but not understand their meaningful

interpretation in the form of physical models, mathematical models, or

practical actions. Making sure that these connections are made is a

worthwhile goal and a real pedagogical challenge. An "Outline of Observable

Indicators of Understanding' was also developed and is included in

Appendix VI.

(4) Difficulties in Our Research on the Concept of Acceleration. We

have had.to put aside one of our lines of research for the moment because

of an interesting methodological problem. The problem arose in a study

of the-concept-ofacceleration where students were asked to draw acceleration __

versus time graphs for simple motions. Although we uncovered a large

18
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number of interesting errors on these tasks, we found in the protocol

analyses that we could not discriminate well between misconceptions

related to the concept of acceleration and certain misconceptions related

to graphing skills, which we were already aware of. This experience has

heightened our-awareness of the importance of discriminating between

two major types of misconceptions: those concerning conceptual primitives

in the subject area and those concerning symbolization skills such as

graphing. This has affected our methods of question formulation in other

areas. Further progress will require the development of more specific

problems in each area.

EFFECT OF THE RESEARCH ON AN EXPERIMENTAL. COURSE

We have found many of our findings to have immediate implications for

instruction. The finding that understanding physics involves the ability

to translate between different systems of representation has had a signi-

ficant impact on an experimental physics course that.has been developed

by our FIPSE project. In fact, it has become a unifying theme for the

freshmen engineering course, Introduction to Analytical Techniques for

Physics.' This experimental course is a pre- physics course designed

to develop problem solving skills necessary for freshman engineers to

be more successful in physics. The course emphasizes translation skills

between verbal descriptions, equations, graphs, pictures, data tables,

and vector notations. Students were also asked.to invent standard physics

formulas from qualitative descriptions of physical law. The primary

instructional activity in this course was problem solving with help from

19
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peers-and instructors. Over 50% of the problems developed for the

course now emphasize translation explicitly (sec Appendix III for

examples).

In addition, a laboratory which emphasizes qualitative physics has

been developed for the course. (Developed with both FIPSE and RISE support).

This laboratory utilizes similar types of translation questions starting

from qualitative (and only later, quantitative) observations. (See

Appendix VII).

COMMENTS ON CRITICAL FEATURES OF THE METHODOLOGY USED IN THIS STUDY

Role of the Exploratory Interview. A distinctive feature of this

type of study is its strong emphasis on the initial use of exploratory

clinical interviews. When these protocols involve relatively spontaneous

behavior, they can contain real surprises, and they can provide a clear

basis for indentifying new species-of knowledge structures. This

contrasts with cases where researchers have done considerable theory

development before tying the theory carefully ,to the behavior of humam

subjects; in that case there is a natural tendency to choose tasks which

elicit behavior compatible with the existing theory. Thus, research ich

develops new tasks from clues in previous protocols in an open-ended

way may be particularly valuable in providing new behavior patterns that

have not previously been observed.

In such exploratory interviews a preliminary picture of the typical

characteristics of the sample as a whdle will emerge, but since very

little is known about the structure of particular intuitive conceptions,
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detailed clinical observations and theory construction techniques--

leadingto-the identification of new factors--comprise the appropriate

methodology. We prefer this method to statistical comparisons of previously

identified factors, as the starting point of a study. Large sample size

is not a crucial factor in this phase, since the cognitive hypotheses

proposed are to be evaluated initially on the basis of how well they account

for detailed sequences of behavior in individual students. What 'is crucial

is that (1) questions are discovered which expose misconceptions, and

(2) that subjects be interviewed in an atmosphere which encourages them

to think spontaneously and naturally, and that encourages them to verbalize

their solution methods in an uninhiSited manner. Analysis of such micro-

case studies is especially helpful in forming new hypotheses concerning

the nature of particular systems of preconceptions and representational

transformations.

Group Tests. We have so far used group testing prThorily as a

ethod for demonstrating how widespread particular misconceptions are.

This can be done with validity only after (1) a new difficulty t;

discovered in interviews or observations of schoolwork, (2) the nature of

the misconception has been "pinned 'down" in exploratory interviews, and

(3) questions have been refined specifically for use in group tests which

are free from interference by other possible sources of error. The

interaction of hypotheses, interview data, and group test data in Our

methodology described above is shown in Figure 3.

We plan to use group tests in a more experimental way in the future,

4t, but we believe that clinical interviews are' the best starting point for
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produc;ng cognitive hypotheses that are anchored in observations of

naturalistic behavior.

Protocol Analysis. The analysis of protocols can be broken down into

severai steps:

1. Conduct interview

2. Transcribe protocol

3. Identify phenomena and behavior patterns in the tape with the help

of the typed protocol

4. Interpret phenomena in terms of cognitive models

5. Continue alternating between steps 3 and 4 in order to refine the

model

The methodology of protocol analysis has been discussed by Witz and Easley

(forthcoming). Cronbach has reversed his methodological preferences

in educational research in recent years more and more toward the clinical

approach. Easley (1977) quotes Cronbach as saying:

Instead of making generalization the ruling consideration in our

research, I suggest that we reverse our priorities. An observer

collecting data in one particular situation is in a position to

apprraise a practice or proposition in that setting, observing

effects in context. In trying to describe and account for what

happened, he will give attention to whatever variables were controlled,

but he will give equally 'careful attention to uncontrolled conditions,

to personal characteristics, and to events that occurred during

treatment and measurement. As he goes from situation to situation,
his first task is to describe and interpret the effect anew in each

locale, perhaps taking into account factor's unique to that locale or

series of events.1

As the analyst goes from protocol to protocol he must constantly be on

the lookout for new phenomena, and in interpreting the phenomena it'is

always necessary to pay attention to the inieciiately previous series of

events, which' may be unique to that particular-protocol. For these purposes

1. "Monograph on Clinical Studies in Mathematics Education." (Commissioned

by ERIC.) Information Reference Centers for Science, Mathematics, and

Environmental Education, Ohio State University, 1977, p. 4.
,

24
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the video tape recorder plays a role that is analogous to that of the

microscope in biology. Viewing repeated playbacks of key tape sections

allows one to make much more detailed inferences concerning internal

procesSes in the student.

Levels of Data Analysis. Data analysis has taken place at three

different levels. At the first level, student responses that are non-

trivial "errors" from the expert's point of view are collected and

.catalogued. These detailed descriptions of typical error sequences by

themselves can provide valuable feedback to teachers. Deports at this

level include transcript exerpts to provide readers with examples of

"live" problem solving behavior. At the second level analysis of patterns

in these ?rrors are made to produce models of or determine characteristics

of the knowledge structures which cause them. Tile aim is to. provide

. -

an analysis of the student's internal "initial state" before courses and

subsequent states during or after courses. These analyses will in turn

focus attention on implicit but necessary structures, lacking in students

but present in experts. (Appendix II gives an example of the first

level of analysis. Page 8 of the same Appendix is an example of'

the second level of analysis, .as is Appendix III )

Some preconceptions and misconceptions are more difficult to decipher

than others. A third level of analysis examines prdtocols or key protocol

sections for rigorous analysis at a finer level of detail. This level is

appropriate for-addressing more difficult research questions such as describing

the detailed characteristics of causal knowledge structures and of different
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representational systems and their interactions during problem solving.

(Appendix IV gives an example of a paper written at this third level.)

Summary of Research Approach. Our approach to research is similar

to that of ethology in its empirical emphasis. We feel that it is important

at this stage in the development of cognitive science to develop a

broader empirical base by recording careful observations of the types of

problem solving behavior that humans are capable ot, regardless of whether

such behavior fits existing theories of problem solving. Second,

analysis of such data can lead to qualitative first order models of the

internal cognitive structures and processes involved, and these can be

shared, argued over, and improved by scientists even though detailed

explanations of the "atoms".used in the model are not yet fully developed.

We suspect that such first order models of complex behavior can be of

*
much more use to educators than highly detailed models of trivial behavior.

Understanding human knowledge structures and the process of translating

between representations is an ambitious goal. The processes are complex

and their investigation requires the time-consuming method of the clinical

interview. Progress, can be made now, but solutions to the problems are

a long-range goal. At the same time, the goal of producing catalogues

and first-level analyses of common misconceptions is immediately attainable

and has clear benefits for education: it can provide educators with

information about their students' acquired attitudes and mental habits.

and the possible consequences of such mental structures on the materials

of instruction. We have round that it is possible to'work on these long

L

, ,
-i
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an0 short range goals together,and that the two pursuits are complementary.

Contact with ongoing courses where real instructional problems arise daily

is a definite asset to a research program in this area because new and

interesting misconceptions crop up that would not have been discovered

in the more formal parts of the study. Such contact also strengthens

our focus on research questions that have meaningful educational impli-

cations. In sum, we feeT that thge are the strengths of this research

approach:

--parallel inveigations via clinical interview studies and group testing

--a focus on critical long-range problems, i.e., the role of implkit
knowledge and translations between representations

- -short range focus on a catalogue of preconceptions and misconceptions
which its both an empirical base for research and a resource for
educators

- -continuing contact withcourses and instructional problems that
arise under "real world" conditions.

a

27.
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ABSTRACT

Transcripts df two freshmen engineering majors solving elementary

physics problems are presented in order to examine some of the lim-,

itations of formula-centered approaches to problem solving. In both

cases the student uses a formula successfully but his qualitative con-

ception of the underlying physical situation is very weak. Results

from written tests are also presented which indicate that this phen-

omenon may be quite widespread.



LIMITATIONS OF FORMULA-CENTERED APPROACHES TO PROBLEM

SOLVING IN PHYSICS AND ENGINEERING

John Clement

In order to pass most engineering and physics courses students

need to memorize certain formulas and learn equation solving tech-

niques. However, when this is the only type of knowledge that the

Students have, certain serious problems can arise. They may for ex-

ample, know a procedure for calculating the acceleration of an ob-

.ject, given its velocity as a function of time, but do surprisingly

poorly when asked to give a verbal or graphical description of an

everyday occurrence involving acceleration.

In this paper transcripts of two freshmen engineering majors

solving elementary physics problems are presented in order to ex-

amine some of the limitations of formula-centered approaches to

problem solving. In both cases the student uses a formula succ-

essfully but his qualitative conception of the underlying physical',

situation is very weak., Results from written tests are also pre-

s0.74,;ed.which indicate that this phenomenon may be quite widespread.
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EXAMPLES FROM INTERVIEWS

Recent psychological research on the cognitive processes'in-

volved in problem solming has made use of interview data where

students "think aloud" while working on a problen.l'2'3 Interview

data can also give educators some valuable, nsights into some of

the sources of difficulty students encounter in courses.

In the verbatim transcript shown below an engineering student

is asked about the concept of acceleration. Jim successfully dif-

ferentiates an algebraic expression for the speed of an object to

obtain the acceleration as a function of time. However, when asked

to draw a qualitative graph for the acceleration of a bicycle going

through a valley between two hills, he confounds the concept of ac-

celeration with concepts of speed and distance.

I = Interviewer

J = Jim

1 I: Here's an expression for the speed of an object travelling

on a straight line:

(writes: S
(t)

= 5t
2

+ 2t)

Can you write an expression for its acceleration?

2 J: That would be (pause) lOt plus 2.

3 I: And how did you get lOt plus 2?

4 J: Acceleration is the derivative of velocity.

5 I: What would the acceleration be after 2 seconds?

*This problem is related to a problem repoirted in Monk !1975).
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6 J: (Writes: a = 10t + 2)

22 ft. per second per second - I think those are the units.

7 -I: You substituted 2 for the t?

8 J: Yeah.

At the time of this interview Jim was taking introductory cal-
,

culus based physics course. The above sequence suggests that he un-

derstands the concept of acceleration well. But further probing by

the interviewer reveals some hidden gaps in his knowledge. Jim is

shown a picture of a road with a bicycle rider on it. (See fig. 1.)

He is told that the cyclist always pushes on the pedals with the

same amount of effort and asked to describe the speed of the cyclist

qualitatively. He describes the speed by sections as shown in fig. 1.

The instructor then draws axes for a graph directly under the drawing

of the valley, and the following dialogue ensues.

9 I: Let's do (a graph of) acceleration.

10 J: (Jim constructs the graph shown in fig. 2 piece by piece

as described below)

That would be zero from here to here

'(Draws segment .A-B in fig. 2.)

12 J: Because, there was no change in your acceleration, it was

13. I: Would you label that B?

14 J: O1C. So acceleration is a change in velocity - so that's
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zero because there's no change - the change here (b to c in

the original picture) was negative - velocity was negative -

so that would go down (draws line under B-C in graph) and ac-

celeration zero (points to c-d in original picture) (draws

line CrD below axis)

15 I: So what's happening here (c-d) to acceleration?

16 J: It's constant.

17 I: OK - now what?

18 J: Then I get stuck - uhm - velocity's negative (referring to

d -c in picture) so acceleration has to be negative - and I'm

already negative so I don't know what to do - I guess I'll go

down (draws line under D -E in graph)

19 I: Okay

20 J: And then it's constant again like that (draws line under E-F)

There is a striking contrast here between Jim's work in using

equations and'his performance in using qualitative graphs and verbal

dqcription. In the first section, he successfully differentiates an

e3Fpression for the speed of an object to find its acceleration. He

also gives a correct set of units for acceleration as feet per second

per second. In the second section he is able to give a plausible ap-

proximate description for how the speed of the bike will change in the

valley. But -"hen it comes to his verbal and graphical descriptions of

the cyclist's acceleration, serious problems arise. In particular,

be describes the acceleration as being constant (but non-zero) when the

Speed is constant (lines 16 and 20). \The interviewer intentionally leaves

o
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the choice of the x-axis variable to Jim, but Jim does not see *Lae

need to define a choice explicitly. He also seems to confuse the

idea of a negative velocity being represented below the axis of'a

graph with the image of the cyclist dropping into the valley in the

picture'. And in general he appears to confound-the 'concepts of ac-

. celeration and speed in statements such as, (line 18) "Velocity's neg-

ative, so acceleration has to be,negative."

How can he be 80 strong in using one means of representation

(formulas) and so weak in using others., (graphs, verbal description)

when for us they refer to the same theoretical concept? It appears

to be the case here that even though Jim can use a symbol manipulation

algorithm (differentiation of ,a polynomial) to obtain an algebraic ex-

pression for acceleration, is understanding of the underlying concept

of acceleration is weak. Th student has a procedure for "getting the

right answer" in special cases but demonstrates little understanding

of the concept when asked to apply it to a practical situation., We

describe such a student as having a "formula-centered" view of the

concept. No doubt Jim could pass many physics tests using his current

formula manipulation skills. But then tests might not reveal his

fUndamental confusions ofthe-conceptd of acceleration and velocity.

Qualitative graphs like those included here provide one means of

checkir4 upon whether a student's understanding goes-beyond a know-

,

ledge of formula manipulation techniques. Sketching the graph of ac-

celeration vs. time for a simple Pendulum is a similar but even harder

problem. These basic problems look very easy but turn but to be sur-

35
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prisingly challenging for students.

Another4example ofthe gap between formula-centered knowledge and

conceptual understanding is given in the transcript excerpt below.

Here another student is working on the problem of predicting the

forces that two positively charged particles will exert on one another.

Paul correctly indicates that he can polve forythe forces using the

same quantitative formula (Coulomb's Law) that a phisicist might use.

He demonstrates that he can find numerical values for the forces if

he is given values for each charge-and the distance between the par-

ticles. But further probing by the interviewer reveals that his

qualitative conception for how the particles affect each other is not.

the seine as the physicist's.

Problem: *Given two point charges what are the forces on each?

(Place figure 3 about here.)

(In the context of a previous

,problem the student was able

to write Coulomb's Law from

on the' blackboard in the form shown)

Transcript excerpts:

F
12

= 1
q
1

q
22

o r

1 I: Say this force started out at four, (points to force on

q2) what do you think this force [on ql] would be?

36
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2 P: Its would be equal [i.e., 4].

3 I: (Do] you know why they are equal and opposite?

4 P: Same Charge.

5 I: OK. (The interviewer is very surprised by this answer since

he expected the student to cite Newton's 3rd Law and say that

"the forces would always be equal and opposite. But he man-

ages to hide his surprise and design a question to further

uncover the the Student's-model.) Now if I change this charge

[q2],-- increase it to +6 what will happen to the forces?

6 P:. This one (#1] will be pushed off a lot farther.

7 I: This force [on #1] will ,go up?

8 Yes. .

9 I: OK. How about over here [force on #2] --- any change/

10 P: Ah I think that will kind of stay about the same,

it'll just push this one [ #1] out farther.

11 I: So then if I change this one too? (Changes charge indicated

on #1 to +6 as well)

12 P: They [the forces] will both be equal agalL. But be higher.

13 I: How much higher do you think they will be?

14 P: Ah Just plug it into the formula.

According to this student's conception, forces are equal and op-

posite when the charges are equal but the forces are unequal when the

charges differ. This view conflicts with a basic principle of physics

-- that two interacting particles must exert equal and opposite forces

0

37



on one another (Newton's) Third Law). The student seems to believe

that an increase in charge on particle #2 affects only the force on

particle #1. Possibly this conception reflects a cognitive prefer-

ence for a one-directional causal model of the situation rather than

an interaction model. But in anycase the student's model is quali-

tatively different than the standard model of the physicist. And

whatever knowledge the student has of Newton's Third Law from his

previous course in mechanics or from everyday experience has appar-

ently not been accessed appropriately in this situation.

These two protocols illustrate several different aspects of

the same general problem. In the case of the first student we

find a single weak and undifferentiated concept (acceleration). In

the case of the second student we find a conflicting preconception in

the form of a non-standard conceptual model (involving several con-

cepts) for how forces are generated between two particles. In the

interview this preconception overrides whatever other methods the

student might have for analyzing the situation such as starting

from the equation or from Newton's Third Law. Both examples show

one of the important limitations of formula-centered knowledge. They

indicate that a student's qualitative conception of the underlying

physical situation can be very weak even when the studentcan remem-

ber and manipulate relevant formulas.

Over the past several years we have collected a large number of

interviews of this kind as part of a project on studyingthe nature

of intuitive conceptions and misconceptions in physics. We have

38
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found that questions involving qualitative physics concepts are

particularly useful for isolating areas where conceptual understand-
.

ing is weak. Two of the forms these questions can take are:

asking students to generate qualitative, graphs from verbal descrip-

tions, as in the bicycle problem; asking them to generate verbal

descriptions and coherent explanations, as in the repelling charge

problem. Such questions can also be used in standard written tests

to give information about how wiedspread a certain difficulty is.

Examples of such questions are given in the next section.

EXAMPLES OF WRITTEN TEST QUESTIONS

e included the following Problem in the midrterm exam of a

sec nd semester, caleulus-based physics course for engineers (elec-

tri ity and magnetism):

Two ping-pong balls are near each other on a smooth

I table. One of the balls has a charge q and the other a

charge 4q of the same polarity. Describe in words the

momentum of each of the ping-pong balls one second after

they start to move away from each other because of the

Coulomb repulsion.*

259 students took the examand of these, 222 gave an answer for the

problei. The'results are shown iu Table 1. 48% of those answering

a
gaVe.answers that were inconsistent with the physicist's point of view.

Many indicated that.the force on the ball with smaller charge would

*The author ts,indebted to Dr. Jack Lochhead for'providing this data.
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be greater while others confounded the concepts of mass and charge and

indicated that this ball would be easier to accelerate. However, on

an earlier problem where, they had to employ Coulomb's law to calculate

the force on a point charge, 95% of the students answered correctly.

first -

Although the question was lab ed "extra credit", the students assumed

that the question would count toward their grade. Thus most attempted

to answer the question. In summary, the students could perform calc-

ulations using the formula but when asked to give a coherent verbal

description of a situation, widespread misconceptions suddenly appeared:

In considering a second example, we note that another sympton of

formula-centered knowledge is the tendency to use a formula in an in-

appropriate contex' This is particularly likely to occur in problems

containing extra information. These problems can confuse students who

use a more or less blind strategy of matching variables included in the

problem to formulas containing those variables. An example of such a

problem is the following:

Slingshot Problem- A 100 g. projectile is placed in a

sling-shot and the band is pulled back 0.5 meters and held

with a foxe of 50 newtons before being released. The

slingshot takes .05 seconds to accelerate the projectile to

its final speed. What is its final speed?

This problem can be solved by recognizing that the potential energy

stored in the slingshot, (U
spring 2

= --kx
2
) will be converted into the

1
kinetic energy of the projectile (E

k 2
= mv

2
). (Students were given

these relations on the cover of the test.) The elasticity constant, k,

can be computed from the ratio of the holding force and the distance

40
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the band is stretched. However many students will obtain a solution

using the equation V = at, an equation which is inappropriate for

this problem siice the acceleration -is not constant. These students

calculate b. value for acceleration from the equation = ma by plug-
.

ging in values for the initial force and mass of the object.

We gave the slingshot problem-to 24 engineering students at the

of-their calculus-baied mechanics course. The students were paid
O

volunteers froms, class of 200 who agreed to take a test just a few

days before their final exam. AtAhe end of the term, the average

grade in the course for the 24 students was foUnrito be 3.3 as opposed

to 2.9 for the entire class. The \results in Table 2 show that at least

71% used the inappropriate equation V = at in,their,solution. The use

of an inappropriate equation signals that students are relying on match-

ing variables given in the problem to variables in standard formulas

instead of first thinking through the problem adequately in terms of

qualitative physics. By qualitative physics, we mean arguments of

the form: "as the elastic band unstretches, it will exert less force

and therefore cause less acceleration. V = at describea a constant

acceleration producing a constant increase in velocity so that equation

can't apply here." The knowledge used in this type of argument is an

essential part of,competency in physics. This kind of knowledge is

not squired by simply memorizing a formula but rather involves devel-
.

aping a conceptual understanding of the kind of qualitative situation

to 'which the formula applies.
2

In other words, the formula itself

does not carrOhe information that tells one when to use it.

O
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cducLusioN

It is all too easy for us to assume that when a student uses a

formula successfully to calculate an answer, he must understand the

concepitiodil behind it. Our examples show that this can be far

from the case. Three types of questions that are particularly useful
o

for exposing the degree of conceptual understanding posessed by stud-

ents are: drawing qualitative graphs; giving a coherent verbal des-
.

cription of events in an experiment; and solving problems with extra

. information that can trigger the use of an inappropriate formula.

The students we tested were taught by two experienced, extremely 7

competent instructors who have consistently received high praise for .

their teaching efforts. They used a modern text and up to date lab-

oratory equipment at a major university in the United States. We

.believe the conceptual understanding students aquire in a course is

more valuable to them in the long run than their ability to remember

formulas. We therefore-find the above results disturbing. At the

same time we find the results fascinating, because first, they are a

beginning step in answering the question: "What kinds of knowledge

are important fortconceptual understanding in physics and engineering?"

and secondly, they help us focus in on the particular areas and skills

where the most interesting teaching challenges lie.
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Electrostatic Problem Reiults (n = 259)

Correct

Answers:

Ping Pong

Problem

Incorrect

Answers:

No

Answer

Correct

Answers:

Coulomb's

Law Problem

115 107 37 239

44% .41% 14% 95%

Correct

Method

Slingshot Problem Results (n = 24)

Inappropriate

Equation

v = at

Source of

Error

Unclear

No

Answer

3 17 2 2

13% 71% 8% 8%

Table 1
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_Common Preconceptions and Misconceptions as

An Important Source of Difficulty in Physics Courses

Physics is commonly considered by students to be a di icult sub-

ject. When we search for sources of the difficulty that students encounter

in physics; we can identify many contributing factors such as abstract-

ness of the material, degree of precision required in problem solving,

sophistication in the types of reasoning required including formal reason-

ing in the Piagetian sense, and mathematical skills required. This paper

discusses another source of difficulty that has been widely acknowledged

but that has been insufficiently analyzed in the past, namely, the presence

of inherently difficult kev concepts in physics sch as acceleration, mom-

entum, relative motion, charge,..potential difference and the relationship

between force and acceleration. These concepts are so faiiiliar to prac-

ticing physicists that they can forget what '!'t is like to view the world

without them, and they can underestime the learning difficulties they

present to the student. We find that many students have difficulty under-

standing these Concepts at the qualitat've level, much less at the level

of quantitative relationships. These difficulties, however, may go un-

detected because it often happens that a student's superficial knowledge

of formulas and formula manipulation techniques will mask his misunder-

standing of underlying qualitative concepts.



merited in the equation F = ma, appears to be an inherently difficult con-

cept

and motion. This relationship between force and acceleration, sum-

Thisaper gives examples of students' misconceptions in the area of

2.

'p

cept or principle in physics. It seems reasonable that an understanding

of F = ma is made difficult because-it conflicts with the beginner's intui-

tive ideas about motion. In the real world, where friction is present, a

stant propelling force is implicated as the cause of a constant veloci-

ti

ty. This paper provides empirical evidence that many beginners hold this

view. 'In fact, the misconception shows up in a wider diversity of pioblem

situation than one would expect, and especially in the cases where net

force opposes'the motion. Examples of four situations in which the misconcep-

tion appears are given based on taped interviews with freshman engineering

students. Sample sections of interview transcripts are given on p.13,

Furtl-more, data comparing performance of students in this area before and

after taking a standard, calculus based course indicate that this set of

preconceptions is highly resistant to change. It therefore appears to be

a major stumbling block in the physics curriculum.
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THE "MOTION IMPLIES A FORCE" PRECONCEPTION

The preconception we wish to examine more closely is the belief that
4 114

whenever one sees motion, there must be a force causing the motion and act

ing in the same diredtion as the motion. The following examples of common,

errors made on qualitative problems were observed during a study in which

we interviewed 15 freshman and sophomore engineering majors. They were asked

to think aloud as they solved these and other related problems.

Example 1: Forces on the Tossed Coin

Typical

Physicist's Incorrect
Answer Answer

Fh

I
F9 Fg

'V

A coin is. tossed from point A ::Idight up into the air and caught
at point E. On the dot to the ir,rt of the drawing draw one or
more arrows showing the direction of each force acting on the
coin when it is at point R. (Draw longer arrows for larger
forces).

fl

Typical Student's Answer: While the coin is on the way ud, the "force from

your hand," Fh, g r.dually dies away as it pushes up on the

coin. On the way up it must be greater then F
g

, otherwise

the coin would be moving down."

Apparently it is difficult for the student to think of an object continuing to
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eve 5.1" one direction with the total net force acting in the opposite direction.

The belief that appears to underlie this response is: "A continued force is

necessary for continuing motion in the same direction." We call this the "mot-

ion implies a, force" misconception. This type of belief shows up in pre-New-

tonian theories of motion such as the Aristoteliai explanation of.the horizon-

tal motion of an arrow after release from the bow yia "forward forces from air

currents" or an impetus force "injected intc" the arrow and travelling with it.

What has surprised us is the pervasiveness of this belief and the wide aiver-

sity of situations in which it shows up, once one begins to listen to studelis'

common-sense theories. Thb belief contrasts with the Newtonian view that a

I
net force acts to change the velocity of dh object anA is not required for a

O

change in the position of an object. We have come to believe however, that

student; possess stroag preconceptions which can prevent this Newtonian view

from being assimilated. As an illustration of the diversity of situations in

which the notion-implies-a-force belief appears, consider how it enters into

the following situations:

Example 2: Forces on a Pendulum

Question: a) A pendulum is swinging from left to right as shown below.

Draw arrows showing the directiOn of each force acting on the

pendulum bob at point A. Do not show the total net force and

do not include' frictional forces. Label each arrow with a

name that says what kind of force it is.

b) In a similar way, draw and label arrows showing the direction

of each force acting on the pendulum bob when it reaches point B.
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Physicist's answer!

5.

Typical Incorrect Answer:

Fg Fg

Typical Incorrect Explanation: F
m

is the force that makes the pendu-

lum move. If F
m

weren't there, the pendulum could never move up to

the top of its swing.

Here, F
m

is seen as one of three forces acting on the bob and is seen

as the force that "makes the pendulum go up on the other side."
m

is

seen as a force that changes direction and as a force neede to explain the

changing direction of the irotion. Thus, the direction of force is direct-

ly coupled to the direction of motion.

Example 3: Launching a Cart -- Velocity Decreases With the Force of the

Elastic.

Student Physicist

Question: The cart is launched on the table by the elastic band. Where will

the cart reach its maximum speed?

Typical Incorrect. Answer: Maximum speed is reached immediately after the

cart is released from the hand where the band is stretch the

Most, because the band is pulling hardest there.

Here, the student feels that there must be a direct correspondence

between the quantity of force exerted on the cart and its instantaneous
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acceleration. Thus the amount of motion is seen to vary directly and

immedlAtay with the amount of force.

tkample 4: a) A rocket 4.s moving along sideways in deep space, with its

engine off, from point A to point B. It's not near WV, pla-

nets or other outside forces. Its engine is fired at point

B and left on for two seconds while the rocket travels from

point B to some point C. Draw in the shape cf the path from

B to C. (Show your best guess for this problem even if you

are unsure of the answer.)

b) Show thepath from point C after the engine is turned off

on the same drawing.

Student's Drawing:

Physicist's Answer:

C

Typical Incorrect Answer: The force -of the rocket engine combines with

whatever was making it go from A to B to produce path BC.

After C, whatever made it go from A to ,B gill taate over
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and make it go sideways again causing the rocket to re-,

turn to its original direction of motion.

Apparently, the presence of the initial constant motion necessarily im-

plies the presence of a propelling force for the student (even though the

problem explicitly states otherwise.) The curved parabolic path from

B to C is a detailed aspect of the motion that the uninitiated student will

rarely reproduce. A more significant difficulty than this, however is the

tendency in many students to draw the rocket's motion returning to a horiz-

ontal direction after the engine is shut off at point C. These students

typically state that "whatever was making it go from A to B will make it

/ go sideways again" after C. The student's prediction of the return of

the rocket to a horizontal path indicates that the student believes in some

influence acting in the rocket from A to B which"takes over" again after C.

This indicates that, for the student, the presence of constant motion from

A to B necessarily implies the presence of an external propelling force, even

though the problem states that no outside forces are present.

SUMMARY OF CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE "MOTION
IMPLIES A FORCE" PRECONCEPTION

By studying the previous examples, we can build a preliminary model of

the typpal student's preconceptions in this area. The following list

summarizes what appear to be the most common characteristics of the "motion

implies a force" conceptual system.

'(Cl) Effects of Force

(C1
A

) In this system,,any motion, even at a constant velocity, triggers an

assumption of the presence of a force to cause it. This is illustrated

in Example 4, the Rocket Problem. In particular, a continuing force
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is required for continuing motion.

(C1B) The direction of an object's motion is instantaneously associated

moment by moment, with the direction of force on an object.

(Example 3:Forces on Pendulum.)

(C1 C) "Impetus" type forces are, inferred to explain phenomena which

might otherwise-contradict (C1
A
) such as motion which continues

in the face of an oirious opposing force. (Coin and Pendulum

Problems.) This force is often called the "force of momentum" or

simply, "the force that makes it go up."

(C1
D

) In some cases the quantity of motion is assumed to vary install'',

aneously with the quantity of force. (Example 3:Cart's Maximum

Speed). (Other students recognize the presence of a delay in the

build-up of speed from rest in this problem but 2t511 seem to

believe (C1
A
), (C1

B
), and (C1 C).

In summary, a certain pattern emerges when one studies the responses

of the naive stueent to elementary problems in dynamics. This pattern sug-

gests the presence of a system of preconceptions summarized by the phrase

"motion implies force". The wide diversity of situations shown here in

. which this system of preconceptions surfaces is indicative of its pervasive

nature. This suggests that the system is deep seated and is one source of

the difficulties encountered by students in understanding the physical

principles associated with the equation F = ma

GROUP TESTING

In order to investigate the extent to which these misconceptions are

widespread we gave written versions of the Rocket and Coin problems to two

groups of engineering students at a large state university. The data are

shown in Fig. 1.



Incorrect

Answers

Pre-Physics

Incorrect

Answers

Post-Physics

Rocket Problem

Pant A part B

Coin
Problem

134

89%

(n=150 )

93

62%

30

88%

(n=34)

Pig. 1

17 5

71% 21%

(n=24)

L

58

18

75%

(n=24)



Response Categories for Rocket Problem n .., 150

(Correct)
Entering Freshman

Engineers

14 9%'

2) ( Partially Correct)

40 27%

3) (Returns to Horizontal)

62 41%

. i

4) (Returns Partially ?o Horizontal)

5) Other

Figure 2

8 5%

26 17%
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Pre- physics group. The "naive" group of students were given the problems

nn a diagnostic test early in their first semester in a class required of

all engine,-ing majors. These students had not had college physics, but

most had had high school physics. In general the beginning students did

very poarly_on_these-questions,- 891 drew an incorrect path for part A of

the Rocket problem while 62% missed part B. A summary of the responses tx

the Rocket problem is given in Fig. 2. In addition, interviews were con-
s-

ducted with 18. students solving the Rocket problem. of the

students who had responses of type 3 or A in Figure 2 mentioned that

"watt ever was making it go to the right before will take over again

after point C." (See appendix for examples of transcripts.)

On the coin problem, 88% of the beginning, students gave an incorrect

answer. Virtually all (90%) of the errors in this case involved showing

an extra force on the coin pointing upwards at position B. See apeandix

II for a sample transcript from the coin interviews. These findings sup-

port our hypothesis that the "motion implies a force" preconception was

involved in the beginning students' responses to these problems.

Post-physics group. We also gave these two written transcripts to

a group of sophomores who had just completed a course in mechanics. Scores

of the post course students were somewhat better but an alarmingly high

number of students still gave wrong answers of the same kind on these very.

basic problems. This was in spite of the fact that the Rocket and Coin

problems are qualitative ones requiring none of the quantitative

formulae that typify "sophisticated" physics. The post-physics group

were paid volunteers who agreed to take a diagnostic test before their

final exam in the one semester introductory mechanics course for engineers.



This groupstairerage grade in the course happened to be significantly

higher' than the course mean. On the Rocket Problem, these students did

somewhat better in avoidthg the most blatant error: the misconception that

the rocket will return to a horizontal path. However, on the Coin problem,

the percentage of error/droponlyped from 88% to 75%, a rather disturbing

10,

result. In the coin problem, all errors were again in the form of an upward

arrow. This group was also asked to label the forces drawn. 80% of those

who did this still indicated an upward "force of the toss" on the coin.

Additional data for this group shows 50% of these students making the same

type of error on the Pendulum problem.

It should be noted that a direct comparison between groups cannot be

made since the pre7course and post-course tests were given to different

groups. However, the two independent results give us some insight into

what can be expected of students before and after the introductory course,

'and the fact that the post-group was an above average group leads us to be

concerned about the level of understanding that is generally attained.

In conclusion, the data also support the hypothesis that for the

majority of students, the "motion implies force" preconception was not

significantly affected by the introductory course in mechanics.

This conclusion applies to the extent that they could not solve a basic

problem of this kind where the direction of motion does not coincide with

the direction of force.

Discussion

We believe that we have identified a major system of preconceptions

that many students bring with them into physics courses. We believe that

the students using this system of preconceptions hold a different view, not

only of the relationship between force and motion, but also the elemental



concepts of force, momentum, velocity, and acceleration themselves. We

have collected data on students who have completed a course in college

p' sits '.With indicates that this sat of preconceptions can be highly-resis-

tant to change -- they do not simply disappear after students are exposed

to the alternative view in their physics courses. More likely, these Newton-

ian ideas are simply assimilated or distorted to fit old conceptions; or

they may be blindly memorized as formulas with no connection to deeper quei-

tative concepts. All of us have probably had the experience of tutoring p

student in a help session and having the student nod along, indicating an

understanding of our explanation, only to reveal in answering a simple qu.ls-

tion afterwards, that he has completely misunderstood the point. We wonder

whether such communication gaps sometime: occur because the student is

attempting t.., assimilate/Marks in terms of his own preconceptions.

Discouraging as this data may seem, one should remember that historically,

pre- Newtonian concepts of mechanics had a strong intuitive appeal and scien-

tists were at least as resistant to change as are our students.

Preconceptions need not be viewed ex,Ausively as obstacles to learning.

Since they ordinarily have some predictive power in certain practical situa-

tions, they can be thought of as "zeroth order models" which need to

be modified in order to achieve greater precision and generality. See Cle-

ment (1979) for a discussion of how certain intuitive conceptions constitute

a foundation on which more precise, quantitative principles can be built.

The stability of these preconceptions suggests that inte_lectual

growth in this area of physics is only likely when the student actively

uses his preconceptions and can see precisely where they lead to irrecon-
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cilable contradictions. This suggests that .e find teaching strategies

that encourage students to make qualitative predictions based on their own

.preconceptions, and to make explicit comparisons between these intuitions,

Newtonian explanations, and convincing empirical observations. See olemert

(1977) for one example of such an attempt.

It is therefote important that we each try as physics teachers to

become more sensitive to the precon-Aptions aork in our students. This

is perhaps more easily done at the.beginning of the tutoring sessions,

where one can draw out intuitive views by .ncouraging students to think out

loud about qualitative problems. This requires a certain amount of patience,

openness and respect for the student's views. In order to elicit the stu-

dent's own views one must be an interested listener part of the ti:de and

an active teacher at ether times. During these "listening" episodes,one

must postpone the goal of teaching temporarily and resist the temptation to

correct the student at every opportunity.

Once these conditions are met, most teachers are surprised at the

number of common preconceptions that can be observed. Some of these are

specific to particular problem situations; but many are quasi-consistent

and stable with respect to a variety of problems. Almost all students will

have intuitive opinions and precliction-, to make when presented with elemen-

tary qualitative problems.

We cannot consider the student to be a blank slate in these areas.

It is important to recognize that the concepts wA present must displace

intuitive concepts that the student has con_tructed over a great many years.

Increased awareness of these preconceptions should allow us to develop new

instructional strategies which take student views into account and which fos-

ter a much deeper level of understanding than is currently the norm.
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C
EXAMPLES OF TRANSCRIPTS

Coin Toss Problem

g/
8

ht

A-LE

S: "A coin tossed n-om point A straight up into the air and caught

at point E. 0, the dot to the left of the drawing, draw one or

more arrows showing the direction of each force acting on the

coin when it is at point B. Draw longer,arrows for the longer

forces:*

S: So the force going up anu. there is the force of gravity pushing

it down and the gravity is less bec'llise the coin is still going

up until it gets to C.

I: Okay, you want to label those for me?

S: Un, just write gravity next to the top one there.

I: What kind of name should we Rive the other one?

S: Force of the throw.

I: Okay, now I would like you to say a little more about each :',1e and

also say whether you think one is stronger than the other.

S: I guess there's --- if the dot goes up the force of throw gets

to be less and less because gravity is pur.ing down on it, pulling

down.

I: Okay, what about the length of this arrow, if we use that to- represent

how strong the force is, you think it would be stronger than gravity

at point B?

S: Yeah, because the ball is still riinr up, so the 'force of the throw

is still overcoming the force of gravity that wants to make it go

down.'
. _ _ .

I: Okay, what about at C?

S: At C, they are just equal and uh, that's as much energy as the force

of the throw can lift, the force can lift the dot before the force of

gravity makes it go down again.

I: Uh huh, okay. So the two forces would be equal at C.

S: Yeah.
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Ekamples of Transcripts from the Pocket Problem

Students were interviewed working on the following problem:

a) A rocket is moving along sideways in deep space, with its
engine off, from point 4kto point B. It's not near any planets

or other outside forces. Its engine is fired at point B and
left on -for two seconds while the rocket travels from point B

to some point c. Draw in the shape of the path from B to C.

b) Show the path from point C after the engine is turned
off on the same drawing.

Kerry answered this question in the following way:

Kerry) It would go down. .

I) Could you draw it in?

(draws):

Kerry) I would say this would go thet way. (points down)

I) And continue that way?

Kerry) Well -- when you shut it off, it would start drifting again,
(motions horizontally to the right) wouldn't it?

I) OK, so if 1 burn the engine to this point and then shut it off
-- how would you draw what would happen after I shut it off?

Kerry) OK.

(draws):



Kerry apparently has very different intuitions than the physicist about

how the original motion and the motion caused by the rocket engine will add

in this case. When the rocket fires, she changes its direction instantane-

ously, indicating that she thinks in terms of a direct relationship between

applied forces and resulting motion. And when the rocket shuts off, its

original motion mysteriously reappears in her drawing.

Bob, another student, draws:

I) OK, can you describe the motion and tell me what the rocket

did?

Bob) OK. The rocket was moving towards here (from A to B) a

force acting upon it here (point of ignition, B) to drive it

down -- so in effect it would be driving it at an angle be-
cause there's two forces acting upon it -- it'd be in an un-
balanced situation -- it'd move to where -- to where it
wouldn't be opposing ,-- it'd move to an angle.

I) And after the engine shuts off?

Bob) Right here (points to C) -- and with the same force acting
upon it -- motion -- it'd continue along thio path (horizon-
tally to the right).

Bob apparently associates theoorizontal movement of the rocket with a

force that will continue "acting upon it".
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'ABSTRACT

Many science oriented college freshmen cannot solve a particularly

important kind of algebra word problem. The ma,lor source of difficulty

is the translation process between words and ec..atic,ns; it is not in the

ability to comprehend English or manipulate algebra. Meaningful

translations between symbol systems renuire a more complex process

than previously recognized.
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systems such as spoke); language, sign language, mime, writing, and mathematics.

Clement, p.3

Humans and certain other primates can use a variety of different symbol

It is often tacitly assumed that if an individual has mastered syntactical

rules within each of these systems he will be able to translate between any

two of them, but there are reasons to believe the' this is not true. For

example, foreign language instruction emphasizes grammar and vocabulary; yet

'many grammatically correct translations by translators not familiar Kith the

subject matter do not convey the appropriate meaning. Also in machine transla-

tion of natural languages, purely syntactic translation algorithms have proved

. to be inadequate to the task. (1)

Paige and Simon have shown that many people depend on syntactic strategies

when-they translate English word problems into algebraic equations, but that

while these rules are adequate for some problems they can produce incorrect or

'meaningless results in others. (2) The data we present confirm these findings

and expose a class of problems'which should be trivial for a scientifically

literate person but which are solved incorrectly by large numbers of science-v

.:priented students.,

Table 1 shows selected problems from a 45 minute, Written test that was

liven to 150 freshman engineering studento at a major state university. The

teit was administered during a regularly scheduled class period early in the

,,Ziritt semester: Subjects were told that their performance would not affect

grades but that the test would help us determine how to improve engineering

-thstruction. All avaeared to take the test seriously and all finished their

)oark,irrthe allotted time:

1Itens 1, 2, and 3 were designed to test algebraic skills. For each

p44iblem4 over 90% of the students were able to manipulate these algebraic

1;66sions correctly. Items , 5 and 6 tested the ability to read written

itna translate it into a representation suitable for simple numerical
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Table 1

'Dint Qmsstions to 150)

Correct
amseer correct

1.

2.

3!

Solve for 24 5z 50

Solve Dar 6X0
x

Solve for x is terms of o: 94;* 10x

x 10

x 20

10

99

95

9.
Mere are 8 times as

sonny man as maven st a watt-

eller school. 50 'times go to the school. Sow env
mem go to the school?

5. Jones sometimes apes to visit his friend Isibboft

driving; 60 sues and using 3 gallons of sae. When

be visits his friend
Stbeirts, be drives 90 sidles

and used ? gallons of gas. (Assume the some

driving conditions in both cases.)

6. At a Red Sox gone there
are 3 botdog sellers for

every 2 Coke sellers.
/here are 40 Coke sellers is

all. Sow manly botdog sellers are there at this game? 60
7. Write an equation using the variables S and P to

represent the following statement:
"There are six

times as many students
as professors at this

University." Use S for the number of st dents and

P for the number of professors.

8. Write an equation using
the variables C and S to

represent the following statement:
"At Mindy's

restaurant, for every fOur people who order cheese -

cake, there are five people who ordered strudel."

Let C represent the number
of cheesecakes and 8

reSetsest the weber of strudels ordered.

stop

41/2 93

93

Tspicalc),

wrens
MOM?

s 6P 63 oS P

5C4S 27 4C 55

Correct
sewer

9. Write an Wartime of the form PA fee the

price you should Charge
admits to ride emir ferry

boat is order ,to take
is an average of D dollars oe

each trip. ilia have the
followiag infozmatics:

Your cuetessers average 1 Child for every 2 adults;

Children's tickets are half-price: Your average

load is L people (adults
and children). Write your

equation for PA in terms of
the variables D and L

only.

10.0 Write a sentence in
Shells& that gives the same

information as the following equation : A 78.

A is the nnamber of asseallers in a factory. 8 is

the member of solderers in a factory.

11.0 Spies fly over the
Ioetm Airplane Manufacturers

and return with an serial
photograph of the new

planes in the yard.

AAAA. AAA
AAA& AA

They are fairly cert,in that they have photographed

a fair sample o' one reek's production.
Vr.:c an

equation using the letters R and B that describes

the relationship between the number of red airplanes

and the number of blue planes produced. She equation

should alloy you to calculate the number of blue planes

produced in if you know the amber of red planes

produced in a mooth.

n 34 for these problems 'n,83 for this wastes
IF1111

'Seven solderers for every assembler

6D
51.

mr
correct an

29
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calculations; in each case over 90% were successful. Items 7, 8 and 9 tested

the ability to perform increasingly complicated translations from English

Statements into algebraic statements; 98% failed the most difficult problem

(#9) while 37% failed the easiest example (#7). The startling drop in

pefformance from 90% to 60% and below suggest that the students' difficulty

can be attributed specifically to the translation process.

The errors made on problems 7 and 8 were largely of one kind; in both

cases 68% of the errors were reversals: 6S = P instead of S = 6P and 4C = 5S

instead of 5C gg 4S. These reversals might'be interpreted as careless errors,

except that roughly half of the subjects were given the following hint with

both problems: "Be careful: some students put a number in the wrong place in

the equation." This .hint had no significant effect; it increased the percentage

of correct solutions by only 3% and 5%, respectively.

To investigate the source of these reversal errors we conducted audio

. and video-taped clinical interviews with fifteen students who were asked to
st

:think out loud as they worked these and other similar problems. In the

"Students and Professors" problem, two basic sources of reversals were ident4fied:

; a syntactic type and a semanti,! type. In the first, the student simply assumes

that the order or contiguity'of key words will map directly into the order of

,. symbols appearing in the equation. For example, one student wrote 6S = P and

explained, "Well, the problem states it right off: '6 times students'. So it

be six times S is equal to professors."

In the second or semantic type of error, the subject links the equation

`to the meaning of the problem. However, the equation is seen not as an

expression of equivalence but as a description of relat.ve size. To students

Using this approach, the fact that the "S" side of the equation has a 6 on it

tridicates that it is larger than the "P" side which has no modifier. Thus,

,

there appear to be more S's than there are P's. For example, one subject wrote
A
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6S = 1P and explained "There's six times as many students, which means it's

six students to one professor and this (points to 6s) is six times as many

students as there are professors (points to 1P)." When asked to draw a

picture to illustrate his equation, the student drew from right to left,

One circle with a 'P' in it, an equal sign, and six circles with S's in them.

Such sublects interpret the incorrect equation as stating that a large group

of students are associated with a small group of professors. In this inter-

pretation the letter 'P' apparently stands for "a professor" rather than

4

dthe number of professors" and the equal sign expresses a comparison or

(3)

association, rather than an equivalence. Thus, although these subjects have

an accurate semantic conception of the practical situation, they still fail to

symbolize that understanding with the correct equation (see figur5: 1).

In some protocols, subjects wrote down the correct equation, but then

switched to the reversed form. This indicates that for these students the

reversed equation is the more compelling one.

In a follow-up study questions 10 and 11 were given to a separate group

of 34 students from the same population. About seventy percent of the students

produced incorrect answers when translating from an equation to words or from

a picture to an equation and over 75% of the errors were reversals. In problem

11 it is difficult to attribute these errors to simply a syntactic strategy;

the semantic reversal described above is a more plausible explanation.

It is important to stress that these students have no difficulty in reading

English. They ere skilled in the manipulation of simple algebraic eqaations,

bUt when asked to invent a simple equation for a situation they can experience

some difficulty. What they cannot do is translate between the two symbolic

systems. Most can translate from simple, verbal statements to an equation in

:Me variable, such as (for problem 5):
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Method

Aru,ver

Result

Syntactic Semantic

Word Size Opera-

Order Compari-

son

tional

Match Equality

6s = P

Incorrect

6s = P

Incorrect

S = 6p

Correct

Passive Active
Operation

Fig. I. Solution Methods for "Students

and Professors" Problem
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but many have difficulty with very simple expressions in two variables.

The structure of the correct translation process is exposed when we

clarify certain tacit assumptions underlying conventions in algebraic notation.

The correct equation, S = 6P, does not describe sizes of the groups in a

literal or direct manner; it describes an equivalence relation that would

occur if one were to perform a particular. hypothetical operation, namely making

the group of professors six times larger than it really is. Some students find

the.correct equation by writing the reversed equation first and then plugging

in numbers as a check. However, analysis of protocols from successful solutions

indicates that the key to understanding the correct semantic translation lies
. .

in viewing the number six as an operator which transforms the number of

professors into the number of students. One subject who correctly wrote S=6P

said, "If you want to even out the number of students to the number of professors,

you'd have to have six times as many professors." The equation is thus rerd as an

instruction to act rather than as a static comparison. In this regard we note

that because questions 4, 5 and 6 request a numerical result the subject will,

at a minimum, carry out an action in the form of an arithmetic operation. This

'Contrasts with questions 7, 8 and 9, where the operations must be carried out

In order to investigate the effect of active and static perspectives we
m

Aexamined a question similar to 8 in the context of computer programming. One

';*Liiit expect that wri-li.ng a computer program is more complicated and hence more

difficult than writing an algebraic equation. However, programming, unlike

talgqbra, induces one to take an active procedural perspective. The programmer

-,-should: (1) represent all operations explicitly, (2) view the equal sign (=)

.:Ato+in assignment operator, (3) view an)quation as a transformation from an

Iltput-tb an output. We felt this perspective might prevent errors of the

7
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form described earlier.

Our subjects, in this experiment, were 17 professional
engineers, with

10 to 30 years experience. They were taking a one week course on the BASIC

programming language. During the first day of the course they were asked

to write an equation for the statement: "At the last football game, for

every four people who bought sandwiches, there were five who bought hamburgers."

Eight of the engineers failed to correctly solve this problem. On the second
day of the course, and without any discussion of the answers to the above

question they were asked to write a computer program as follows: "At the last
company cocktail party, l'or every 6 people who drank hard liquor, there were
11 people who drank beer. Write a program in BASIC which will output the number

of beer drinkers when supplied with the number of hard liquor drinkers." All
subjects answered this question correctly using the statement LET B = (11*H)/6

(or some variant) in their program. The form of this statement is equivalent

to that of the correct bA.swer to the first question.
The success of the

engineers in this computational setting supports our earlier hypothesis that the

reversal difficulty is associated with viewing the problem from a static

perspective.

Fluent translations between symbol systems such as verbal statements,

graphs, programs, diagrams and equations are an essential part of scientific

thinking. Investigations of the cognitive
processes responsible for these

translations are still in an embryonic sta,
. It is well known that many people

cannot solve "word problems." We have identified some specific causes of

translation errors that locate an important source of this problem. Students

who understand the translations discussed in this paper tend to view equations

from an active perspective; that is, they see them as describing the result of

one or more operations. We believe that the reason so few students reach this

level of understanding stems in part from the lick of emphasis schools place
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on translating between symbol systems as a separate skill and in part from the

static perspective into which much of mathematics is cast. (4) These results

provide a disturbing picture of the level of mathematical understanding

commonly attained in technical fields, and they suggest that we need to

reevaluate some basic assumptions in mathematics instruction.

John J. Clement

Jack Lochhead

Department of Physics and Astronomy

University of Massachusetts

Amherst, Massachusetts 01003

Elliot Soloway

Department of Computer Science

University of Massachusetts
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Solving Al$.ebra Word Problems:

Araiysis of a Clinical Interview

John Clement

Abstract

The ability of science-oriented college freshmen to solve algebra
word problems is markedly .teficient in certain key areas. An invest-
igation utilizing both written tests and clinical interviews indicates
that a major source of these deficiencies lies not in the ability to
comprehend written problems, but rather in the ability to transla-ce
from words to equations. These findings suggest that the process
involved in translating from one symbol system (snch as written English)
to another (such as algebraic notation) is more complex than has pre-
viously been recognized, and that as a skill-it has received too little
emphasis in educational programs. Further study of student misconcept-
ions promises to make possible the develonment of psychological models
of such translation processes.

This paper presents data which show that a large proportion of

science-oriented college students are unable to solve a very simple

kind of algebra word problem. In a second section a sample protocol

from a student thinking out loud about one of these problems is analyzed

in order to identify the specific processes that are responsible for

his errors. Our findings have led us to view the nature of the processes

underlying the correct use of algebraic symbolization in a new way.
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'have shown that syntactic methods, that is,

comprehending
methods not, dependent on/the meaning of the described problem situation,

are adequate for solving some algebra word problems in one variable.

They point out, however, that these methods can produce incorrect or

meaningless results in other problems. The results presented here

indicate that this finding extends to the case of writing equations in

two variables. The data also expose a class of problems which should

be trivial for a scientifically literate person but which are solved

incorrectly by large numbers of science-oriented students. The analysis

of a particularly revealing protocol of a student thinking aloud while

solving these problems indicates the structure of the Mental processes

which cause his solution error.

Test Data

Table 1 shows four problems selected from a 45,minute, written test

that was given to 150 freshman engineering students at a-major American
1/41

state university. The test was administered during a regularly sched-

uled class period in the first semester. Subjects were told that their

performance would not affect their grades but that the test would help

us determine how to improve engineering instruction. All appeared to

take the test seriously and all finished their work in the allotted

time.

In examining the result', we see that problem 1 is similar in form to

problem 3, except that problem 1 asks eor a particular numerical result,

while problem 3 asks for a general equation. The same is-true for prob-

lems 2 and 4. The contrast between the number of students who correctly

solve the numerical vs. the algebraic problems indicates that the students

have a specific difficulty in translating from words to equations?



Table 1

Test Questions (n = 150)

Correct % wrong
answer 'correct answer'

1' There are 8 Gimes as many men as women at a parti -, .

cular 50 women go to the school. How many
den ,;o to iNe school': 400

.2. At a Red Sox game there are 3 hotdog sellers for
every 2 Coke sellers. There are 40 Coke sellers in
all. How many hotdog sellers are there at this game?

3. Write,an equation using the variables 8 and P to
represent the following statement: "There are six
times as many students as professors at this
University." Use S for tne number of students and
P for the number of professors.'

60

s 6P 1

94

93

6 6s

4. Write an equation using the variables C and to

represent the following statement: "At Mindy's

restaurant, for every four people. who ordered
cheesecake, there are five people who ordered
strudel." Let C represent the number of cheese-
cakes and S represent the number of strudels

1.0ered. 5C = 4s 27 4c = 5S

* ri = 34 for this problem, n = 150 for others



The errors made in problems 3 and 4 were largely of one kind; in both

cases 68% of the errors were reversals: 6s = P (or an algebraically

equivIlent statement) instead of S = 6P and 4c = 5S instead of 5C = 4s.

These reversals might be interpreted as careless errors, except that

roughly half of the subjects were given the following hint with both

problems: "Be careful: some students put a number in the wrong place in

the equation." This hint did not have a significant effect on the per-

centage of correct answers. The performance of the group given the

hint was only slightly better: the percentage correct was 3 points higher

on problem 3 and 5 points higher on problem 4.

Protocol Data

While these written teflts are useful in establishing the existence of

a serious difficulty in this general area, the data they provide is too

coarse to give us insights into different mental processes at work in the

students which lead to correct and incorrect answers. In order to dev-

elop hypotheses concerning the internal mechanisms behind these results

we conducted audio and video-taped clinical interviews with fifteen

students who were asked to think out loud as they worked on these and

other similar problems.

These revealed two basic sources of reversal errors, one syntactic

and the other semantic. In the first or syntactic type the student

simply assumes that the order of key words in the problem statement

will map directly into the order of symbols appearing in the equation.

In the second or semantic type of error the subject appears to comprehend

the meaning of the problem'eituation. However, the equation is seen not

as an expression of equivalence but as a description of relative sizes.

To these students, the "S" side of filD equation 6s = P has a 6 indicating

83



that it is larger than the "P" side which has no modifier. Thus there

appear to be mora S's than there are P's. The student feels that the

equation then symbolizes the intended situation of having a large group

of students and a small group of professors. Thus the student may

have an accurate picture of the relative sizes of coups in the prac-

tical situation, but still fail to translate his or her -nderstanding

correctly into an equation. Analysis of protocols from

successful students indicates that the key to performing correct trans-

lations lies in the ability to conceive of a mental action that produces

an equivalence, and to realize that it is precisely this action that is

symbolized in the equation. (See fig. 1) These various appro,:..ches to

the problem will be descrfiled more fully below,

In this paper we will examine a particularly revealing protocol of a

single student who vascillates between a correct and an incorrect

approach to the problem. This allows us to illuminate and compare each

of the processes outlined above. The student, referred to here as Tom,

was first esked to solve the following problem:

China Problem
Write an equation for the following statement, using the variables
A, C, and R: "There are one thire as many people in America as there
are in China and Russia combined."

His final answer to this problem was 1/3A = C + R. (A correct answe

is A = 1/3 (C + R)). Thus he ends up with the multiplicative factor of

one-third on the wrong side of the equation.

He also worked on the less complicated "Students and Professors"

problem and made a very similar error, as shown below.

Students and Professors Problem
Write an equation for the following statement: "There are six times
as many students as professors at this university." Use S for students

and P for professors.

-4-
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Here Tom wrote: (Eq.l)

(Eq.2)

(Eq.3)

6s 1P

s/6 = P

S = 6P

(However, he then rejects Eq. 3 and points to Eq. 1 as his final answer)
(The correct answer is S = 6P)

We can say in this case tha om fails to translate from a verbal descript-

ion of a practical relationship to an equation. These errors are more striking

when we consider the fact that he was doing B+ work in a standard calculus

course at the time of the interview. He was able during the same interview

to find the derivative of the function f(x)=11 x2 + 1 , rapidly different-

iating it by using the chain rule'.

In both problems Tom gives a "reversed" equation for his answer. What

is the nature of the conceptual difficulty that is responsible for this

error pattern? One way to account for the errors is to simply assume that

Tom was careless--that he just did not try hard enough or became confused

and made a random mistake. However, the fact that he misses more than one

problem in this same way indicates that he makes this mistake consistently.

In ad'Itixl, he actually rejects a partially correct answer in his sol-

ution attempt above. Therefore we cannot explain his error by simply

saying that it didn't occur to him that the equation could be written in

more then one way. He seems to have a real difficulty in determining the

validity of his translation from the verbal description to the equation.

It is interesting to note tnat most students do not miss the same

problem when it is phmsed in the following way: "The number of students

is equal to six times the number of professors." Most students correctly

write S = 6P. Since the temporal order of saying the verbal statement and

writing the mathematical equation are the same in this case, this suggests

a possible hypothesis: that erring students perform a direct syntactic

translation rather than a meaningful translation. Presumably such a
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syntactic translation cues off of the word "times" in the original

problem to indicate a multiplication and simply preserves the order in

which groups ("students" and "professors") and numbers occur in the

sentence--no matter which way the sentence is constructed. This hy-

pothesis in fact can account for the behavior in a significant number

of the reversed solutions observed in clinical interviews. However,

other protocols do not fit this hypothesis, such as the transcript

which shows Tom's behavior in solving the Students and Professors

problem. It is suggested that the reader read through the transcript

at this point. (Appendix I)

Protocol Analysis

As shown in the transcript, Tom actually gives a correct solution

in line 20--only to reject it in favor of his original irwrrect solu-

tion, We will analyze each section of the protocol in terms of the

characteristics of cognitive processes at work in Torn during that section

in order to attempt to explain his anomolous behavior.

In section A of the transcript Tom writes down the incorrect equation

6s = P and the initial analysis problem is to explain why he does this.

In particular, is the theory correct that he simply :hakes a syntactic

translation from the English statement to the written equation? Certainly

it is plausible tb,t such a translation takes place to provide Tom with

an initial hypothesis for the equation to be written. This type of

translation might be likened to the simple act of paraphrasing a long

sentence in short hand form by copying the main elements, in the order

in which they appear, and dropping out the inessential words. Such a

translation might be performed with little or no understanding of mean-

ing of the sentence. The student simply assumes that tLe order or

-6-
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contiguity of key words will map directly into the order of symbols

appearing in the equation.

Hcwever, Tom's reference in line 8 to a "ratio of 6 to 1" and his

comments in later sections indicate that a purely syntactic translation

is not the only cognitive process occurring in the interview. We

can infer from lines 8 and 14 that in addition, he has a semantic con-

ception of a large group of students and a much smaller group of professors.

This relationship would presumably be supported by his practical knowledge

of a typical university.

The equation 6s = 1P appears then to be an incorrect but meaningful

way for Tom to symbolize the relative sizes of the two groups--the appear-

ance of the "65"on the left side indicating a large group of students

and the solitary 1P on the right indicating a much smaller group. This

interpretation is consistent with the somewhat unusual way in which he

includes the word 'one' in his statement: "Six 'S' equals one 'P'".

Thus Tom's reversed equation appears not to be the product of a purely

syntactic approach but to be an error produced by a process with a

semantic compone..t. Tom is also able to rephrase the original statement

of the situation in line 14, which indicates that he has a semantic con-

ception of the described relationship between students and professors

that is more than just an ability to "parrot back" the original statement.

In part B of the transcript, he is also able to temporarily generate

a correct translation from his semantic conception. In lines 20-24 he

writes 6s = 1P and explains, "There's six times as many students, which

means it's six students to one professor and this (points to 6s) is six

times as many students as there are professors (points to 1P)." In a

later session, when asked to draw a picture to illustrate his equation,

he draws, from right to left, one circle with a 'P' in it, an equal sign,

-7-
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contiguity of key words will map directly into the order of symbols

appearing in the equation.

However, Tom's reference in line 8 to a "ratio of 6 to 1" and his

comments in later sections indicate that a purely syntactic translation

is not the only cognitive process occurring in the interview. We

can infer from lines 8 and 14 that in addition, he has a semantic con-

ception of a large group of students and a much smaller group of professors.

This relationship would presumably be supported by his practical knowledge

of a typical university.

The equation 6s = LP appears then to be an incorrect but meaningful

way for Tom to symbolize the relative sizes of the two groups--the appear-

ance of the "6S" on the left side indicating a large group of students

and the solitary 1P on the right indicating a" much smaller group. This

interpretation is consistent with the somewhat unusual way in which he

includes the word 'one' in his statement: "Six 'S' equals one 'P'".

Thus Tom's reversed equation appears not to be the product of a purely

syntactic approach but to be an error produced by a process with a

semantic component. Tom is also able to rephrase the original statement

of the situation in line 14, which indicates that he has a semantic con-

ception of the described relationship between students and professors

that is more than just an ability to "parrot back" the original statement.

In part B of the transcript he is also able to temporarily generate

a correct translation from his semantic conception. In lines 20-24 he

writes 6s = IP and explains, "There's six time:- as many students, which

means it's six students to one professor and this (points t) 6s) is six

times as many students as there are professors (points to 1P)." In a

later session, when asked to draw a picture to illustrate his equation,

he draws, from right to left, me circle with a 'P' in it, an equal sign,
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and six circles with S's in them. We take these responses as evidence

that Tom's incorrect "6S = P" equation is not simply based on a syntactic

or word order matching strategy, but is seen by him as a reasonable way

of symbolizing his semantic conception of Cie situation. Thus we have

formulated a second hypothesis concerning error producing processes.

There appear to be two ways rather than one way for students to generate

a reversed equation: a faulty syntactic approach and a faulty semantic

approach (see Fig. 1).

Finally, Tom's behavior temporarily indicates the nature of a third

kind of process involved in understanding the correct translation. In

part B, Tom appear- to consider an approach to the problem which gives

hf.m a correct answer, but he eventually rejects this approach in favor

of his original wrong answer. In lines 18-20, Tom writes a correct

equation, S/6 = P, saying "If you wanted to get like an equal number

between the two, you'd have like, ah, how can we do this--S divided by

six." We infer that Tom is mentally performing an action of dividing one

of the groups (students) into parts here in order to obtain a one to

one correspondence between a group of students and a group of professors.

As.an internalized action this process contrasts with a simple relative

'size comparison via a static image. (see Fig. 1)

Tom's two approaches to the problem expose the tacit assumptions and

meanings underlying our conventions for algebraic notation: his correct

equation, S/6 = P, does riot describe the situation at hand in a literal

or direct manner; it describes an equivalence relation that would occur

if one were to erform a particular hypothetical action, namely, making

the group of students six times smaller than it really is.

If the above analysis has been successful the reader will now find

more plausible the :fact that Tom reverts to his initial, incorrect

`i

-8-
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equation at the end of the interview. We chose Tom's solution as a

particularly interesting one for analysis because he is a "transitional"

case. Tom faces the dilemma of having two apparently meaningful but

opposing ways to write an equation for the given English statement. His

first equation, 6s = 1P, symbolizes the iconic, relative size aspect of

the situation in a way that is of'f'icially forbidden but probably meaning-

ful to Tom. (He is apparently unaware that this style of symbolization

is "illegal"). His second equation, s/6 = p, correctly symbolizes the

equality that would result from a potential action. But his first

approach is "stronger" within him and dominates his second approach. Thus

Tom's "transitional" solution illuminates both the nature of his miscon-

ception and the nature of the conceptions he uses tc understand the

accepted format for writing equations.

Summary

Our data from group testing indicate that large numbers of science

oriented students have difficulty in translating from words to eauations

of this kind. The most common error is a reversal error which appears

to have two sources: a syntactic, word order matching process and a sem-

antic, relative-size symbolization process.

Tom's behavior suggests that in order to symbolize a practical math-

ematical situation by writing an equation, one must be able to envision

one or more operations on the situation if one is operating on the basis

of an understanding. Understanding how to translate from words to equa-

tions involves both thc pioccss of pex'fol-ifillam a mental acLion Lhe sit-

uation to produce the equivalence and a comprehension of the way in

which standard algebraic rotation symbolizes this action. Our findings

indicate that a large number of students have not learned to do this

reliably in high school. An analysis of 15 thinking-aloud protocols of

-9-



students working on this and other similar problems has indicated to us that

the two types of reversal errors and the correct operational approach are

indeed typical.

The high failure rate among college engineering students with such

elementary problems indicates a much more,severe difficulty in the area

of translation'skills than we had previously recognized. We suspect that

such errors are part of a larger pattern in which students are much more

successful in learning rules for performing syntactic manipulations within

particular symbol systems than they are in learning to translate between

symbol systems in a meaningful way. We have shown that the analysis of

protocols using simplyconstructed problems can allow us to "home in on"

the specific translation difficulties involved. The identification of

these specific stumbling blocks will make it easier to design instructional

strategies which will overcome them.



APPENDIX

Calculus Problem

Tom's correct solution to the problem of differentiating the

function f(x) = lfx 2 4. 1 appears below.

, ,
1X 2 + 1 = kx

2
+ 1)

1/2

,

= 1/2(x
2

+ 1)
-1/2

D
x
kx
2

+ 1)



Part A

Tom: Students and Professors Problem

=Session

(Verbatim unedited transcript from video tape)

1 I: The problem is to write an equation for the following statement; and the
statement is: "There are six times as many students as professors at
th!.s university."

2 S: Six times as many students as professors--
(writes 6)

3 I: So let's use S for students and P for processors.

4 S: S for students (writes S

e.Dugh? Students Professors

5 I: That's fine, yeah, P for professors.

6 S: P for professors

7 I: P for professors.

--is that large

8 S: I don't know if I spelled that right or not--you got a ratio of six to
one (writes S P

6 1

9 I: Yeah.

10 S; S to P.

11 I: So the problem would be to write an algebraic st ment, an enuation,
using S and P, that represents that statement.

12 S: Ok, lust ah, 6S equals ah, P, ah, 1P (writes 6S=1P) (Equation 1)

13 I: Ok. Any particular reason you write it that way?

14 S: Well if there's ah, there's six, say there's six to one, six times as many
Students, which means its six students to one professor.'

15 I: Mmhm.

16 S: Ok, and, ah, you can just write it out--six times as many students as
professors.

17 I: Ok.

Zart B

18 S: Now, let me see here. Ok, if you wanted to get like an equal number
between the two you'd have like, ah, how can we do this--S divided by
6--I'm just trying to figure out if, ah, like if you wanted ah, to
figure out the---what do we want to do here--

19 I: Ok, write that one down and then we can make

O
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20 S: --so S over 6 equals P (writes S/6=P) (Equation 2) which means that there
would be six 'P' for 'S' (writes S=6P) (Eq.3). We said there's 6 times
as many students as professors, which means if you want to, ah, even out
the number of students tc professors you'd have to have ( times as many
professors--I guess that's what I was trying to think to-inyself.

21 I: Even out? (S: Yeah) I: Can you'rephrase that--show me with the equation?

22 S: Even out the number of students--a one to one correspondence likeso
as 'many students as you have professors.

Part C

23 So here you have S and P --

2k S: Uh-huh. This means there are six times (points to 6P in Eq.3) as many
professors as there are students (points to S) and this is six times as
many students (points to 6s in Eq.l) as there are professors (points to 1?)

I was just gonna even them out, I guess.

25 I: Ok.

26 S: Sc, you have 'em like a one to one ratio, so you get S equals P.

27 I: So how aboutwhich equation would be true for the original statement?

28 S: This one right'here (points to '6S=1P')

29 I: The original statement was that there are six times as many students as
professors at the university.

30 s: Right there. 6S equals 1P.

31 I* The first one?

32 .S: Yeah.

33 I: '0k, and then what would this (points to IS=6.P') be for?.

34 S: Six, ah, six times as many professors as there are students.

35 I: Ok, all right.

Student's written work:

S P
6 Studentb Profebbolb

(Eq. 1) 6s = 1P

(Eq. 2) S/6 = P

(Eq. 3) S = 6P (Student points to equation 1 as his. final answer)



1

Tom: Students and Professors Problem
Session 2

In a later session the interviewer decides to try a simple tutoring

strategy to see whether Tom will easily change his method of writing

equations.

1.- I: Let's see. Uh, let's look at the one we did--didn't we do one
about students and professors last time?

2 S: Uh--

3 I: Well, I'll give it to you again. The statement you have to
write the eqliation for is: "There are 6 times as many students
as professors at this university". I thought we worked on that

one?

4 Yeah I think so. (Writes 6S = P).

5 I: Ok. And I think we went through the other way tc write it, uh,
"S = 6P" and I think we had to decide--between those. Write down

"S = 6P".

6 S: Oaay. (writes S = -6P)

4

7, I: NowyLI'd like you to draw--try to dray a picture. That seems to

be the hint in these problems in deciding which one is the correct

equation. We've run into a lot of students' who have had trouble
with writing equations from these statements. And it seems like

drawing a picture sometimes clears up the problem. So, is there

any 'ray you could repi'esent with circles or something--the number
of ,prpfessors and. the:numbee of students, just the relative sizes?

S: Okay; you said there were'6 times as many students as there was
professors.

9 I: Right.

10 S: So;'say there was one'professor (draws circle with 'P' inside)
I'll put a'P inside there -- (writes '=' Axt toe)), and we said
there's 6 students for every professor, so we could just correspond
that by putting 6 circles, all with S's in them. (Draws 6 circles

to left of '=' sign, putting an S in each)

11 I: Okay.

Student's Written work: 6s = P

S

0000(00u = Ow0000:
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12 S: And that would seem to say the same thi.g; whereas this one (points
to !S=6P') would be lust the opposite as--students and professors.
(Diaws0=anCee) That would be a pretty good ratio in a,
in a school--

13 I: Because there would be se many (S: Professors, yeah) teachers for
each student? Yeah, okay, now the question is which one do you
think is the correct one?

14 S: This one (points to the 1st equation, '6S=P').
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/-- APPENDIX V

SOME TYPES OF KNOWLEDGE USED IN UNDERSTANDING PHYSICS *

John J. Clement
Department of Physics and Astronomy

University of Massachusetts

April, 1978

There is a growing concern among researchers in the area of physics

teaching that there has been an overemphasis on teaching introductory

physics as a set of equations and principles, linked together in a formal,

deductive system. It has been suggested that this approach may contri-

bute to the problem of students learning physics by memorizing large numbers

of formulas with little real understanding of the principles behind them.

This paper outlines an alternative to the formal deductive system as a

model for the nature of understanding in physics.

At Berkeley, Fuller, Karplus, and Lawson argue in a recent article

in Physics Today that many college students do not possess the formal

reasoning skills required to learn physics directly in terms of a deductive

system expressed in symbolic equations. Instead, students learn to

manipulate formulas in a superficial manner using the less sophisticated

fcrms of reasoning available to them. They argue for the development of

introductory courses for this population of students, that "focus on the

,1
development of reasoning rather than the mastery of content. Larkin,

also at Berkeley, compared the problem solving behavior of novices and

experts.
2

She finds different problem solving styles even when both novice

and expert are familiar with the same set of equations. She proposes the

hypothesis that everts have complex knowledge structures, in addition to

principles in the form of equations, that allow them to apply relevant

equations to a problem in a more organized fashion.

*Research reported in this paper was supported by NSF grant # SER 76-14872
and NSF rant # SED 77-19226.

//
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In a report from the LOGO group at M.I.T., diSessa writes:

In the past, axiomatics or other formal systems have,
principally by default, served as model representations
of knowledge for pedagogical purposes. but while such
systems which stress internal simplicity and coherence
may serve useful roles for same purposes, they are not
good models for learning. ... We must better take into
account intuitive and other formally ill-formed know-
ledge that students already possess.3

Thus diSessa also argues against using a formal and deductive approach

to teaching introductory physics.

But if physics principles summarized in the form of symbolic equations

do not by themselves constitute an effective understanding of physics, then

the question arises: "What constitutes a more valid cognitive model of

what it means to understand a topic in physics?" If the equations are not

the only thing one needs to know, then what are the other key ingredients

for understanding?

A Model for Understanding

The diagram on the following page is an attempt to model, the several

types of knowledge needed for a person to understand a tonic in physics. h

The four large areas above the horizontal line represent four domains of

internal knowledge structures in the person, while items below the line

represent objects and events in the external world. Thus I want to model

types of action-oriented knowledge structures as thoy actually exist and

operate in a person; I do not want to assume, a priori, that these are

equivalent to the body of knowledge statements--in the form of expressions

that can be written down on papjer--that comprise a formal exposition of

the discipline of physics.

The characterisitics of each domain can be introduced by referring
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to the situation described in the following problem:

The electrical energy used by a battery powered water

heater varies according to the formula:

E
At V

2

where E = energy used
At = time period of use
V = voltage supplied

R = resistance of the heater (assumed to be a
constant for a given heating coil)

The heating coil is changed, so ..hat R is cut to 1/3 of its
c

original value. V and At are kept the same. What will

be the size of the resulting effect on E? Or is this

impossible to piedict without knowing the specific values

of At, V, and R? Give a short reason for your answer.

If a person were dealing with a real water heater, and had some know-

ledge about how to recognize one, turn it on, change the filament, etc.,

these would be examples of practical knowledge. These manipulations could

also be performed mentally in a thought experiment with an imagined water

heater in the absence of a ...sal one.

An example of a knowledge structure in the qualitative physical

models domain would be a conception of electrons being "pushed" through the

heating element and causing the element to heat up by crashing into its

molecules., One could represent and manipulate this model in the real world

by using drawings or diagrams. These models are often action-oriented and

causal -- in them are embedded anticipations like: "If the electrons are

pushed harder, they'll come into the element faster, they'll hit the
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molecules harder, and more heat wi-1 be produced."5

At this point one can already begin to model what one means by

one level of understanding. If "pushing the electrons harder" is connected

mentally with a practical knowledge structure for "how to turn the voltage

up" on the real water heater, then one has a qualitative model for under-

standing that practical aspect of the heater. Notice that one might have

this understanding without using any quantitative conceptions.

One crosses into the concrete mathematical models domain when using a

conception like "the energy released is probably proportional to the push

on the electrons; if I double the push, I'll double the energy released."

This kind of mathematical model relating scaled variables via the concept

of proportionality can be represented in terms of operations on sets of

- objects or operations on measured line segments, or in a graph. There are

many species of idealized, concrete, mathematical objects used in mathe-

matical models, such as the length of a line segment representing the mag-

nitude of a certain physical variable, or the cutting of an object of a

certain size into a certain number of equal parts representing a division

relationship between two variables. These conceptions can become activated

to represent quantitative aspects of the way the water heater behaves.

Finally, a knowledge of memorized equations and rules of algebra and

arithmetic resides in the symbol manipulations domain. An equation can

itself be treated as an object capable of being transformed via the rules

of algebra and related to other equations by knowledge structures in this

domain. For example, the equations

At V
2

rgy
Energy = and Power -

Ene

R \ t

could be combined algebraically to yield an expression for the power used
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by the heater. Given the two formulas this could be (and in courses

apparently often is) done using symbol manipulation rules without making

any connection to the other types of knowledge mentioned--without an

appreciation for any underlying meaning.

As another examOle, consider the solution one sophomore, Student A,

gave for the water heater problem. He wrote:

r _ tv
2

11

R

tv
2

3tv
2

if R 4- 1/3 R, then E 4-
1/3R R

E becomes bigger times three."

One can account for this student's behavior by assuming that the only

knowledge structures participating in the solution are symbol manipulation

structures. In contrast, another sophomore, Student B, said: "The energy

would probably be more because if you're cutting down the resistance by

1/3, the energy is going to be able to flow in more freely -- it'll go in

faster -- so you should get 3 times the energy." These solutions are

interesting because they indicate the use of two entirely different types

of knowledge to solve the same problem.

Student A uses a knowledge structure in the symbol madipulation domain.

He knows that the equality can be conserved when a variable is changed in

an equation by changing the other side of the equation in the same way.

This method does not depend on the qualitative situation portrayed in the

problem.

Student B user his knowledge of a qualitative physical model for the

situation. He imagines a reduction in the resistance causing an increase

in giiergy flow: ... the energy is going to be able to flow in more
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freely -- it'll go in faster ..." The second student's method does depend,

on the qualitative situation portrayed.

The symbol manipulation method is useful (and highly efficient) if

the student is working from a given formula or set of formulas. However,

the physical model is essential when one is attempting to construct a

formula or to select an appropriate formula for a new situation. This

suggests that someone who can bring both kinds of knowledge to bear on

problems understands the subject more deeply than someone who use either

method alone.

Student B first predicts that more energy will be used, then predicts

that three times more energy will flow into the bulb. One can account

for this behavior by assuming that he also uses a conception of an inverse'

proportion in his mathematical models domain. Thus he is able to link

together structures from at least two domains in bringing them to bear on

the problem.

A major aspect of the theory being proposed here is that the ability

to link together structures from tnese different domains is crucial to

the understanding of a topic in physics. Some of these links are simply

associations learned by rote -- such as the association of a quantity in

the mathematical models domain with a particular letter used to symbolize

it in the symbol manipulation domain. Other, more significant links are

formed when a structure in one domain assimilates a structure in another

domain and provides an interpretation for it. An example of such a link

was given earlier, where a qualitative physical model involving a con-

ception of "pushing the electrons harder" assimilated a practical knowledge

structure for "how to turn the voltage up on the heater." These links are
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what cause a model at one level to "make sense" as an interpretAion of

knowledge at another level.

In terms of this model, then, "understanding energy use in the water

heater" consists of a knowledge of symbol manipulations that can be per- .

formed on the formula, E -
At

R

V
, connected to knowledge structures'in

2

the other three domains -- concrete mathematical 'models, a qualitative

physical model, and practical operations one could perform on a real water

heater.

Pedagogical Implications

This theory,of'understanding involving interacting knowledge domains

is supported by a large number of observations made by the author while

tutoring physics students. The theory is undoubtedly oversimplified, and

many detailed analyses of clinical interviews need to be conducted in

order to refine the theory and establish its validity. But it does provide a

framework for discussing several interesting pedagogical problems:

(1) To return to the issue of whether the formal exposition of physics

content is a sufficient model for what the physics student needs

to learn, one can see that formal expositions emphasize heavily the

use of written formulas in the symbol manipulations domain. The

danger-here is that a student may get "stuck" in the symbol mani-

pulation mode -- he may learn a certain set of equations, .but not

..Slik

understand their meaning ul interpretation in the form of physical

roodels,mathematicalmode,or practical actions. Making sure

that these connections are ma is a.worthwhile goal and a real

pedagogical challenge.
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(2),

(3)

0

Atthe,University of Washington, George Mops-and others have been

developing the student's ability to translate freely between modes

4
of describing physical events: from an equation to a graph to a

pictlfie to descriptions of a situation in English and back agaih..6

This appears to be a promising approach to increasinessne,student's

ability to make connections between knowledge domains.\

,

Knowing a formula is not the same as knowing when to use it: How

does one detez;mine when a formula is applicable to a Certain practi-:.

C-
oal situation? The ability to do this is crucial for being able to

apply one's knowledge of physics to probleMd in'the real world. It ,.

is suggested here that qualitative physical models can playa critical

role in providingthe connection between practical situations and

appropriate equations.

(4) One way to increase the emphasis on understanding in a course is to

(5)

develop the student's ability=fo=answer 'why' questions like: "Why

does the energy used depend on the voltage applidd to the water

heater?" Satisfying answers to these questions often involve.quali-

tative physical models.

Knowledge structures in the qualitative physical models domain can

be formal (developed in the school setting) or intuitive. Intuitive

conceptions students enter courses with ctul-be deeply seated' and

difficult to change. Unless a course puts e4asis on dealing with

the physical models domain and takes into account.the studen

intuitions there, the student may have greAt difficulty in attaching

physical mewing to the equations he is lebrn ne This presents

another challenging direction for cow-se improvement.
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APPENDIX VI

John Clement

OUTLINE OF POTENTIALLY OBSERVABLE DRAFT
INDICATORS OF UNDERSTANDING IN STUDENTS May, 1979

Teachers often claim that one of their goals for students is the

achievement of understanding, as opposed to concepts learned by rot.

Just whet is meant by understanding, however, is often ambiguous, as are

the observable criteria that might serve to indicate its presence.

this paper, I would like to discuss some observable criteria that can be

used to infer the presence of understanding and then go on to present some

'theories of tne unobservable mental processes which allow someone.to under-

stand a certain topic.

Potentially Observable External Indicators of Understanding

1. Problem Solving and Predictions

One can make predictions and solve standard problems in the area. These

are seen as more difficult tasks than simply regurgitating facts

2. Generalizability

One has some cr.ner'll knowledge, so that one can apply learned principles

to some new problem sulving situations that are significantly different

from those discussed in the course.

3. Explaining in Simple Terms

One can explain the meaning of concepts by using language that one knew

before entering the course -- using one's own terms. TA kind of

explanation contrasts with those that are merely a verbal rehash of

learned jargon.

4. Giving Examples
2

One can generate new concrete examples of principles ab opposed tosimply

restating principles.
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5. LongTerm Retention

One can remember knowledge over the long term, not simply for purposes

of, passing a final exam.

Some other indicators of understanding are:

Bl. Satisfaction and Conviction

The student has the experience that the concepts studied in the course,.

"make sense" -- they "fit together" for him or hex in ways that are

satisfying and convincing...

B2.' Connections Between Principles

One can describe connections and relationships between principles in the

area as opposed to simply listing principles separately.

B3. Translation Between Different Representations

In at least some subject areas, such as mathematics, the ability to

translate between different modes of representation such as equations,

graphs, data tables, and practical problem descriptions, seems to be an

.indicator of understanding.

B4. Generating New Hypotheses

An indicator of understanding at a sor ,isticated level is the ability

to formulate new hypotheses or principles.



APPENDIX VII

SEVEN LABORATORIES ON:

(1) QUALITATIVE PHYSICS; (2) THE CONCEPT OF FUNCTION*.

Developed for - Physics 190
Spring, 1978

John Clement

Cognitive Development Project
Department of Physics and Astronomy

University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Massachusetts' 01003

*
Development of these laboratories was supported in part by
National Science Foundation grant USER 76-14872 and by
HEW FIPSE grant 110E 000-76-03206.
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Seven Laboratories on:

(1) Qualitative Physics
(2) The Concept of Function

John Clement

These laboratories were developed for a four credit, one

semester course designed to prepare students for future courses in

the sciences, particularly physics courses. The laboratory

consisted of a two-hour session which met once a week. The students

enrolled in the course were freshman engineering students.

Rather than emphasizing proficiency with formulas, the labo-

ratories attempt to promote a deeper understanding of fundamental

concepts. They also emphasize the pipcess of prediction and testing.

The first four labs stress qualitative physics. Our basic aim in

these labs has been to have students grapple with ideas of force,

displacement, velocity, acceleration; mass and momentum. These

concepts° are logically tied together in the system of Newtonian mechanics

for the physicist, but for the beginning student, they are unfamiliar

and in some cases the relationships between them are counterintuitive.

vle have tried to design a laboratory experience where students can

discuss and explore the use of these concepts with concrete objects.

The last three labs stress the concept of linear functions. These labs

emphasize the role of functions as powerful tools for predicting an

infinite number of events. All labs stress the ability to translate

betieen different external representations:numerical data, verbal

descriptions of observed events, equations, vector diagrams, and

verbal descriptions of causal theories.
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The Instructor's Role

In the laboratory the instructor played the following roles:

I) helped students find equipment they needed;
2) asked individual groups to verbally describe what they were

doing; (this often had the effect of causing students' ideas to
become more precise).

3) listened to discussions and observed experiments; (a major part
of the instructor's work consisted of trying to understand
typical non-Newtonian views of students).

4) encouraged students who were asking' questions of their own,
designing experiments to test conjectures, or discussing dif-
ferences in point of view;

5)- proposed related thought experiments (ie., "what would happen
if there were no friction?" ; "Is thii like an automobile
accelerating?")

6) verbally labeled heuristic strategies students used ("When you
think about sliding the coin on a vertical track that's called
thinking about an extreme case"; "when you changed, weights on
the pendulum keeping the A,ngth and initial displacement constant,
that's called controlling variables")

7) Communicated conjectures between groups - "Some people argue
that the maximum speed of the ball is reached just as you
release it on the track, because that's where it's the highest
above the table -- others say it's on the horizontal run-off
section because the speed takes a while to "build up" -- others
say it's somewhere else -- what do you think?")

8) encouraged students to make predictions;
9) Provided a standard label for's concept that a student used

when it was perceived that the student's concept was probably
a Newtonian one ("When you say 'A sharp increase in speed', the
physicists says, 'The acceleration is large there'.")

10) answered students' questions about the Newtonian definitions
for the various concepts;

The instructor found it necessary to make a conscious effort to not
spend time giving extended explanations of the "correct" point of view.
Rather he found it most effective to circulate and spend less than two
minutes at a time with each pair of students, returning to each pair
several times during the lab period. The instructor provided information
to students when they asked for it, but the role with the greatest payoff
was seen to be that of stimulating and extending student-student and student-
apparatus interactions. Thus for example, the instructor would often ask
a pair what they had found, suggest a related question, and then move
on to another group without waiting to work through to the answer with them.
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Qualitative Physics

Laboratory #1

Horizontal Motion of Cart

Description: A cart is launched by elastic band on a hori-
zontal surface and rolls to a stop.

Dependent Variable: Distance travelled

Possible Independent
Variables:

Strength of elastic
Mass of cart
Roughness of surface
Distance band is stretched

Materials: Cart Thumb tack

Weight Set Tape

Assorted elastic bands Table clamp

1 meter stick
1 wood strip 3/4" x1/8" x .8"
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Pap,e 2

1. In column one below, list 3 or more factors you can change in
the system, and in column 2 predict whether or not you think each
will make a difference in what happens. Where you think changing a
factor will make a difference, say carefully what it will affect,
and whether it will increase or decrease the magnitude of that
variable. You will be graded on how clearly you state your pre-
dictions, not on whether your predictions are correct. (In other
words, feel free to make intuitive guesses!) Test each prediction
and state what happened in column three.

(1) Factor Changed (2) Predicted Effect(s)

I.

11.4

(3) Observed Effect(s)
CO



Page 3

O

2. Using an entire page draw a schematic of the apparatus used in
- the experiment. Label the point(s) where the moving object is at

maximum speed and where it is at minimum speed.

3. Drew an approximate graph of Speed vs. Distance for the motion.
Put speed on the vertical axis. Measurements and scale numbers on
the axis are not required. Label the points of maximum and minimum
speed.

4. Draw a similar graph of Speed vs. Time for the motion. Put
speed on the vertical axis.

5. In the diagram you drew for question (2), draw four velocity
vectors for the object at different points along the path of motion.
Show their direction and approximate relative sizes. Now draw
Vectors for the horizontal and vertical components.of velocity
in the picture at the same four points.

6. Draw a graph of Distance vs. Time for the motion. Put distanqe
on the vertical axis. Make sure your qualitative graph is consistent
with your speed vs. time graph in question 4.

7. a. List all other objects or substances that have an effect on
the moving object. Which is the least important?

b. In your drawing for question (2), show the direction of all
forces acting on the moving object at four different points
along the path of motion. Make longer force vectors for
stronger forces and shorter force vectors for weaker forces.
Label each vector with a letter and include a key which gives
each force'a name.

8. Draw in and label a separate vector showing the approximate
directions and size of the total net force on the moving
object at each of the four points.

9. Write a .paragraph describing how the speed of the object varies
and why. You should refer to particular points on your graphs
anci/oraliams that you have labelled with letters.

10. Write an abstract which states your major findings from the lab.
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Qualitative Physics

Laboratory #2

Motion on the Flex-Track

Description: A ball rolls down an inclined section of track
and collides with a block placed on tbe hori-
zontal section.

Dependent Variables: Distance block moves
Velocity of ball

Possible Independent Variables: Height above horizontal surface
of release point

Mass of ball
Size of ball
Mass of block

Distance traversed on angled
portion of track

Angle of track

Materials: Flex track
.;upport grid and fasteners
Assorted halls
Meter stick
Stop block
Stopwatch
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Pug(' 2

I. In column one below, list 3 or more factors you can change in
the system, and in column 2 predict whether or not you think each
wi-11 make a difference_in what happens. Where you think changing a
factor will make a difference, say carefully what it will affect,
and whether it will increase or decrease the magnitude of that
variable. You will he graded on how clearly you state your pre-
dictions, not on whether your predictions are correct. (In other

words, feel free to make intuitive guesses!) Test each prediction
and state what happened in column three.

(1) Factor Changed (:') Predicted Mffect(s) I (3) Observed Effect(s)
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Page 3

2. Using an entire page drab a schematic of the apparatus used in
the experiment. Label-the point(s) where the moving cblect is at
maximum speed and where it is at minimum speed.

3. Draw an approximate graph of Speed vs. Distance for the motion.
Put speed on the vertical axis. Measurements and scale numbers on
the axis are not required. Lab "l the points of maximum and minimum
speed.

h. Draw a similar graph of Speed vs. Time ror the motion. Put
speed on the vertical axis.

5. In the diarAm you drew for question (2), draw four velocity
vectors for the object at different points along the path of motion.
Show their direction and approximate relntive sizes. Now draw
vectors for the horizontal and vertical components of velocity
in the picture at the same four points.

6. Draw a graph or Distruice vs. Time for the motion. Put distance
on the vertical axis. Make sure your qualitative graph is consistent
with your speed v:;. time graph in question h.

7. a. List all other object:: or substances that have an effect on
the moving object. Which in the least important?

b. In your drawing for question (2), show the direction of all
forces acting on the moving object at four different points
along the path of motion. Make longer force vectors for
stronger forces and shorter force vectors for weaker forces.
Label each vector with a letter and include a key which gives
each force a name.

8. Draw in and label r separate vector showing the approximate
directions and si7. of the total net force on the moving
object at each of the four point.::.

D. Write a paragraph describing how the speed of the object varies
and why. You should refer to particular points on your graphs
and/or diairams that. you have labelled with lkq, ers.

10. Write an abstrnel, whieh states your major findings from the lab.
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Qualitativd Physics

Laboratory N3

Acceleration on the Inclined Plane

Th

HEIGH1 STEP
METRIC SCALE STOP-1

RAMP

Description: Ball is released from various wsitions along
ramp. Position at one second time intervals
is marked, and acceleration is analyzed qualitatively.

Dependent Variables: Veclocity of ball(s)
Acceleration rate of ball(s)
Time to traverse ramp

Possible Independent Variables: Angle of ramp
Height from horizontal
Distance traversed on ramp
Mass and size of ball(s)

Materials: Wood ramp-
Assorted balls
Notched height step
Metronome
Ball stop block
Meter' stick

Markers

Notes: Attached prediction sheet is given as a quiz (not for
credit) and collected prior to beginning lab. Students
are then asked to test'and verity their predictions.. This is
done in lieu of question 1. This laboratory overlaps with
laberatery'2 to some extent. However, depending on the average
level of the students, many or all of them will benefit from
this redundancy. Students were also asked to draw a graph of
acceleration vs time instead of speed vs time for question 4.
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Name
INCLINED PLANE LABORATORY

Give a one or two sentence reason on a separate sheet for each answer.

1) PREDICTION: The same ball I released first at. A then at B, stoppinR at C
eneh time. Which takes loafer?

e

2) TREDICTION: If you raise the ramp rand mark the position of the ball
with chalk nt I second intervals, circle what it will look like:

b)

0
2 34

0
2

3
c)

0

3) PREDICTION: If you graph the time it takes for the ball to go from A to B
and A to C in the drawing beloW, it will look like

a)
/.

b)

t

c)

,41(

t
/

d)

04 .1
A la r, A e IL Al ti C c

t

e)

A
Allc.--
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Page 3

2. Using, an entire page draw a schematic of the apparatus used in

the experiment. Label the point(s) where the moving object is at
maximum speed and where it is at minimum speed.

3. Draw an approximate graph of Speed vs. Distance for the motion.
Put speed on the vertical axis. Measurements and scale numbers on
the axis are not required. Label the points of maximum and minimum

speed.

h. Draw a similar graph of Speed Vs. Time for the lotion. Put

speed on the vertical tixis.

In the diagram you drew for question (a), draw four velocity .

vectors for the object at*different,points along the path of motion.
Show their direction and apfiroximate relativ'e sizes. ' Now drew

vectors for the horizontal -and vertical components of velocity
in the picture at the same four points.

6. Draw a graph of Distance vs. Time for the motion. Put distance

on the vertical axis. Make sure your qualitative graph is consistent
with your speed vs. time graph in question h.

7. a. List all other objects or substances that have an effect on

the moving obj..ct. Which is the least important?

b. In your'drawing for question (2), show the direction of all
forces acting on the moving, object at four different points

along the path of motion. Make longer force vectors for
stronger forces and shorter force vectors for weaker forces.
Label each vector with a letter and include a key which gives
each force a name.

8. Draw in and label a separate vector showing the.approximate
directions and size of the total net force on the moving
object at each or the four points.

9. Write a paragraph describing how the speed of the object varies
and why. You should refer to particular points on your graphs
and/or diagrmns that you have labelled with letters.

10. Write an abstrael. which states your major findings from the lab.



Qualitative Physics
haborabory

in thl/PendIi,Harmonic Motion

SUPPC RT

Description: The isendulumconsdst3
and a string of ddjus
determine the factors
of the motion.

Dependent Variables:

of assorted hook weights
ab e length. Students
rich affect the period

P6:rdod'of the motion

Possible Independent Variables: Mass of hook weight
1ength of string
Angle from vertical of

lease point
Height from horizontal of

release

Materials:- 90" table clamp .

3 ft and), ft rod
90° rod clamp
Hook weight net
String and clamp
f:Lopmplzh.

2 meter sticks

or pendulum support
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Page 2

i. In column one hclow, lint. 3 or more factors you can change in
the `system, and in column 2 predict whether or not you think each
will make a:difference in what happens. Where you think changing a
factor will make a difference, say carefully what it will affect,
and whether it will increase or decrease the magnitude of that

variable. You will be_graded_on_how clearly you state your pre-
dictions, not on whether your predictions are correct. (In other

words, feel free to make intuitive guesses!) Test each prediction
and state what happened in column three.

(1) Factor Changed (2) Predicted Effect(s)

123
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(3) Observed Effect(s)

7
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Page 3

2. Using an entire page draw a schematic of the apparatus used in
the experiment. Label the point(s) where the moving object is at
maximum speed and where it is at minimum speed.

- 3. Draw an approximate graph of speed vs. Distance for the motion.
Put speed on the vertical axis. Measurements and scale numbers on
the axis are not required. Label the points of maximum and minimum
speed.

h. Draw a similar graph of Speed vs. Time for the motion. Put
speed on the vertical axis.

5. In the diagram you drew for question (2), draw four velocity
vectors for the object at different points along the path of motion.

their direction and approximate relative sizes. Now draw
vectors for the horizontal and vertical components of velocity
in the picture at the same four points.

'6. Draw a graph or Distance vs. Time for the motion. Put distance
a% the vertical axis. Make sure your qualitative graph is consistent
with your speed vs. time graph in question h.

7. a..List.all other objects or substances that have an effect on
moving;oving object. Which is the' least important?

b. In your drawing for questiOn (2), show the direction of all
forces acting on the moving object at four different points
along the path of motion. Make longer force vectors for
stronger forces and shorter force vectors for weaker forces.
Label each vector with 'a letter and include a key which gives
each force a namefr

Ifl. Draw in and label a separate vector showing the approximate
directions and size of the total net force on the moving
object at each of-the four points.

;4'

I

0. Wikite a paragraph describing how the speed of the object varies
and why. You should refer to particular points on°your graphs
and/or dingrains that. you ha.ve labelled with letters.

401 "q.'

10. Write an abstrat which states your major findings from the lab.
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THE CONCEPT OF FUNCTION

Laboratiiry #5

Behavior of Springs

Description: Relationship between spring's displacement and
the mass of the attached weights is analyzed.

Dependent Variables: Spring's displacement

Possible Independent Variables: Mass of Weight
Length of Springs
Strength of Springs
Combinations of Springs

(connecting identical springs)

Materials: Spring Stand with parallax viewing mirror.
Slotted Weight set

Assorted Springs

%
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The Concept of Function

Laboratory #5

Behavior of Springs

Measurement example:

h.0

Mass = 0 g.

Position = 4.0 cm.

Stretch = 0,cm.
4.o

16.1

iMass = 300 g.

Positiod= 16.1 cm.
Stretch = 12.1 cm.

Dame

Date Turned-in

a

Equipment: Springs, stand, and set of slotted weights.

1) Predict the shape of a graph for a single spring where s is the
amount the spring stretches from its original position, and m is
the amount of mass placed on the holder at the bottom of the spring.

A B C
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2) For a single spring:

a) Take,data on 5 weights between 100g and 500 g. and make a graph.
The data point with just the weight holder on the spring should be
taken as m = 0, s = 0.

Equilibrium position with no weight on holder

Mass added m = 0

to holder

Position p =
(Scale reading)

Amount spring s = 0

stretches from
original
position where
m = 0

Does the graph shape agree with your prediction in 1)? If not
explain the difference to yourself.

b) Each person should use the graph to predict s for a new value of
mass and write it here (don't show this prediction to your partner!)

m

Predicted

Measured

% error

Have your partner check your predictions on the spring.

Calculate % error of prediction. . (If your 'error is-greater than
5%, you should recheck your data for question 2.)

3) Write an equation for the same spring which will predict the stretch for
any weight between 0 - 500 g. Use s and m as two of your variables.
Include the numerical value of any constants.
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)4) Use your equation to predict s for 242 g, and 358 g.

m 242 g 358 g

Predicted

Measured

Calculate % error.for your worst estimate.

If your error is more than 5% try to find the reason and improve
) your equation from question 3.

5) Use your equation or your graph to predict the mass needed tb stretch the
spring.

sl2cm 24 cm

Predicted

Measured

Have your partner check your predictions. Show your % error for your worst
estimate.

41

If your error is more than 5%, try to find the reason and make a better
predidtion.

6) a) Copy yOunkgraph from question 21 using a dotted line. Dray. in the
predictedlposition and shape of graph for a stiffer spring (predict
qualitatively here not quantitatively). Will this graph be above your
firstaph? Will belowl it go through the origin?

.

Check your prediction by graphing 3 data points.for a stiffer spring.

Mass m

Position p

Stretch s

b) Explain why the graphs for the two springs are different in the
observed way, explaining why a difference in stiffness produces the
difference seen in the graphs.
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4

7) a) Write an equation for the stiffer spring using the variables s and m.

Include the numerical value of any constants.
Check your equation by making a prediction from it.

b) Compare this equation to the equation in question 3). In what way

is the quantitative behavior of the two springs alike? Different?

8) a) Applicatiomquestions: Springs behave in similar ways under both
extension and compression. When a car is jacked up the wheels drop
down some out of the wheel wells. How far down does a car settle on
its rear wheels when k = 250 lbs/in. for each spring and the car weighs
3000 lbs? Assume rear wheels support 1/2 of the weight.

b) When the springs- are designed, they must be made longer than they
be when installed. How much longer?
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EXTRA CI MIT

9) a) Copy your graph from question 6. Make a quantitative prediction of
the exact graph for two identical springs hooked together end to end
of the kind you used in question 6. Show two predicted data points
on your predicted graph.

'b) Also predict an equation for this system relating m and s.

c) Check your graph and your equation against 2 data points using the
spring.

d) Give a theory for why the equation for one spring is related to the
equation for two springs in the way observed.



The Concept of Function:

Laboratory #6

Static Forces on the Inclined Plane

. .....

Description: Students determine quantitative factors which
determine whether the system is balanced.

Variables: Height of end of ramp
Mass of cart and weights in cart
Mass hung on string

Materials: Slotted weight
Hooked weight set
Adjustable ramp
Pulley with clamp
String
1 pan balance, for group

,
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Name

Date Turnedin

The Concept of Function
Laboratory N.

Static Forces on the Inclined Plane

h = Height
of plane

M = Mass hung
on string

C = Mass of cart and

weights_ placed in cart

1. a) If C is increased, what must be done to M to keephIal.system balanced?
6

Prediction :
__increase M

Test Result: __increase M
decrease M . .decrease M

b) If C is increased, what must be done to h to keep the system in balance?

Prediction: Test Result:

c) If h is decreased, what must be done to M to keep the system balanced?

1

Test Results!

2) Predict the shape of the graph of M vs. C that shows how much mass
must be put on the string to balance the mass of the cart, C.
(M should include mass of weight holder). (C should include the
weight of the cart).

For what values of C!will

the slope be less than 1 7

For what values of C will
the slope be greater than 1?



3. a) Take the data on h
M

a graph of c,

cart will balance.

-2-

values of C between 0 and 400g. and make

that predicts all the values where the
Show your data table next to your graph.

Does the graph shape agree' with your prediction in (2)? If not,

explain the difference to yourself. The slope of the graph is:

greater than one

less than one

b) Each person should choose one new value for C and use the graph
to predict the new value of M. Have your partner check your

prediction

Predicted

Measured

% Error

M

M

If your error is greater than 5%, try to improve your calculation

and measurement procedures.

ate -an- .equation will predict M for any given C (with the

ramp in its present position).
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b) Use your equation to predict M for C = 460g. (C = mass of the
cart and the load in the cart).

C =

Predicted M =

Measured M =

% error

Try to improve your estimation process if your error is greater than 5%

h. c) Explain why your equation makes sense in terms of the apparatus.
Does it show that M must be increased if C is increased? Does
this make sense in terms of how the apparatus is set up? Is the
constant in the equation greater or less than one? Does this
make sense in terms of the apparatus?



5) You're on your own on this one!
Experiment with the equipment to find an equation which will predict
M, the.mass needed to balance the cart in terms.of h, the height to
which the end of the board is raised. Keep the cart empty during

your experiments. Show a data table with 3 pairs (M,h) next to

your equation. Check your equation by predicting and testing a
fourth iair of values, showing your % error. (See the drawing on

page one for the exact method of measuring h.)

6) Ping a single "Master Equation" which predicts values for M, given

ianyivalUes of h and C. (Express M as a function of h and C.) Test

/you' equation at at least two data points.

h

C

Predicted M

Measured M

Is your equation consistent with your findings in questions

(1.a) 9

(1.b) 9

(1.c) ?
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7) In picture on p. 1 aw in vectors showing all forces acting on
e empty cart when it is balanced. Provide a key, giving a name

for each force.

EXTRA CREDIT

8) Derive the Master Equation for.M by analyzing the system.

HINT: In the drawing below, the gravity force vector, Fr, has been
split into two perpendicular components, Fra and Fri:). If. they

were present as forces, they would have the same effect on the cart
as Fg alone does. Fga is counteracted by a normal force from the
ramp, leaving Fgb as the forde'that plays a role in balancing the
cart. Notice that the. triangle formed by the forc vectors is similar
to the triangle with sides d, h, and b. Also not1fce that the forces
Fgb and Fg can be rewritten in terms of other variables.

'Measure d and compare -your derided equation with your equation in (6)
to see how closely they match.
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THE CONCEPT OF FUNCTION

LaboratOry #7

Acceleration on thb Air Track

/ 'Description: Quantitative analysis of the motion of an object
undergoing constant acceleration.

Dependent Variables: Velocity of cart.

Acceleration rate of cart.

Independent Variable: Angle of track from horizontal.

. Materials: Airtrack with Vacuum blowers
Air cars
Weight set
Spark generator, tape, etc.
Pan balance
Extra long meter sticks

1/8" Metal tilq for raising track end



_
Tile Concept of Ainction: Name:

Acceleration on .the Air Track

Laboratory #7
Date:

1) Level your air track. With the track 4evel, make a
run using the spark tape. Calculate thb speed of the run by

measuring the distance between a pair of adjacent dots. Measure
several pairs and take the average.

average
distance
between
dots

time
interval
between
dots

speed

(cm/sec)

Slow run

Watch again to "eyeball" how many centimeters the sled seems
to cover in 2 seconds. Does this make your speed calculations

above seem reasonable? For a faster run, will the marks be

closer or farther apart?

2a) Raise one end of the track so that the sled traverses the track
in 6 seconds or less. Record the height, and predict the
qualitative shape of a graph of total distance traveled along
the track vs. time. Use cm. and seconds as units.

d

height =

t



2b) Take the data on. values of d after each second (every 10 dots = 1 sec.)
d

Make a graph of L_ t that predicts all the values d where
the sled will be at a certain time. Show your data table next
to your graph.

'woes the graph shape agree with your prediction in (2)? If not,
explain the difference to yourself.

2c) Each person should choose one new value for t and use the graph
to predict the new value of d. Have your partner check your
prediction on the tape.

J.

t

Predicted

Measured

% error

If your error is large, try to improve your calculation
and measurement procedures.
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3a) In question one we found that we can measure the velocity at any

point by measuring the distance between two adjacent marks and

relating it to the time interval between the marks. Predict the

shape of a graph of velocity vs. time for the same tape you

used in question 2.

t cm /.lsec cm/sec

b) Measure the distance between marks at 1 sec. intervals to plot the

actual graph. Use the data table above.

c) Predict a new data point, test it, and give % error.

d) Write an equation for V in terms of t for your data.

Include numerical values for constants.

e) What is the slope of your graph?

What is the acceleration of the sled? (include unito)

Zia) Assume that the sled's acceleration will be proportional to h,

the height you raise the end of the track. Pick a new value for

h and predict the new value of acceleration. Check your prediction

by making a new tape.

Old value h=

New value h=

Old value a=

Predicted
new value a=

Predicted graph t

(show how it will differ
from graph in ques. 3)



b) Make a new data table and graph of v vs t for the new height.

c) Write an equation for V in terms of t

d) Slope of graph

New acceleration = Predicted
acceleration (4a)

5) ,Calculate the sled's acceleration theoretically for one of
the heights you used, and compare the calculated value with
your measured value in 4.

F..

Do this using the similar triangles shown above.
Assume g = 980 cm /sect = acceleration due to gravity
downward. Using your value of h, determine the value of
F , the component of gravitational force working along the
line.of motion, in terms of m and g. Then use Fe to
determine the acceleration of the sled with mass m.

h =

actual a =

calculated a = a

6) Write a paragraph on why the distance vs. time graph is
curved. You should relate this to: 1. The distance between
marks on the tape; 2. the acceleration of the sled; 3. the
instantaneous speed of the sled.
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